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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Early on in the COVID pandemic, people suspected that the deaths attributed to the infection were

exaggerated. There was plenty of evidence for this. For starters, hospitals were instructed and

incentivized to mark any patient who had a positive COVID test and subsequently died within a

certain time period as a COVID death.

At the same time, we knew that the PCR test was unreliable, producing inordinate amounts of false

positives. Now, the truth is Inally starting to come out and, as suspected, the actual death toll is

vastly lower than we were led to believe.

COVID Deaths Have Been Vastly Overcounted

In the video above, Dr. John Campbell reviews recent data released by the U.K. government in

response to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request. They show that the number of deaths

during 2020 in England and Wales, where COVID-19 was the sole cause of death, was 9,400. Of

those, 7,851 were aged 65 and older. The median age of death was 81.5 years.

During the Irst quarter of 2021, there were 6,483 deaths where COVID-19 was the sole cause of

death, again with the vast majority, 4,923, occurring in seniors over 65.

A total of 346 died from COVID-19 alone during the second quarter of 2021, and in the third quarter,

the COVID death toll was 1,142. Again, these are people with no other underlying conditions that

might have caused their death.

So, in all, for the 21 months covering January 2020 through September 2021, the total COVID-19

death toll in England and Wales was 17,371 — a far cry from what's been reported. As of the end of

September 2021, the U.K. government reported there were 137,133 deaths within 28 days of a

positive test, and these deaths were therefore all counted as "COVID deaths."

In a January 19, 2022, press conference, U.K. health secretary Sajid Javid admitted that the daily

government Igures are unreliable as people have been and continue to die from conditions

unrelated to COVID-19, but are included in the count due to a positive test.

He also admitted that about 40% of patients presently counted as hospitalized COVID patients were

not admitted due to COVID symptoms. They were admitted for other conditions and simply tested

positive.

COVID Has Primarily Killed Those Close to Death Anyway

Campbell also points out that of the 17,371 people who had COVID-19 as the sole cause of death,

13,597 were 65 or older. The average age of death in the U.K. from COVID in 2021 was 82.5 years.

Compare that to the projected life expectancy in the U.K., which is 79 for men and 82.9 for women.

This hardly constitutes an emergency, least of all for healthy school- and working-age individuals.

Campbell then goes on to review data on excess deaths from cancer. Estimates suggest there have

been an extra 50,000 cancer deaths over the past 18 months — deaths that normally would not

have occurred. Delayed diagnosis and inability to receive proper treatment due to COVID

restrictions are thought to be primary reasons for this.

As noted by Campbell, when we're looking at excess deaths, we really need to take things like age

of death into account. COVID-19, apparently, killed mostly people who were close to the end of life

expectancy anyway, so the loss of quality life years isn't particularly signiIcant.

That needs to be weighed against the deaths of people in their 30s, 40s and 50s who have died

from untreated cancer and other chronic diseases, thanks to COVID restrictions.

CDC Highlights Role of Comorbidities in Vaxxed COVID Deaths

In the U.S., data suggest a similar pattern of exaggerated COVID death statistics. Most recently,

U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention director Dr. Rochelle Walensky cited research

showing that 77.8% of people who had received the COVID jab yet died from/with COVID also had,

on average, four comorbidities.

"So, really, these are people who were unwell to begin with," Walensky said. But while Walensky

points to this study as evidence that the COVID shot works wonders to reduce the risk of death, the

exact same pattern has been shown in the unvaccinated. People without comorbidities have very

little to worry about when it comes to COVID.

“ COVID is a lethal risk only for the sickest among
us, and that's true whether you're 'vaccinated' or
not.”

For example, a 2020 study  found 88% of hospitalized COVID patients in New York City had two or

more comorbidities, 6.3% had one underlying health condition and 6.1% had none. At that time,

there were no COVID jabs available.

Similarly, in late August 2020, the CDC published data showing only 6% of the total death count had

COVID-19 listed as the sole cause of death. The remaining 94% had had an average of 2.6

comorbidities or preexisting health conditions that contributed to their deaths.  So, yes, COVID is a

lethal risk only for the sickest among us, just as Walensky said, but that's true whether you're

"vaccinated" or not.

Most COVID Deaths Likely Due to Ventilator Malpractice

In addition to the issue of whether people die "from" COVID or "with" a SARS-CoV-2 positive test,

there's the issue of whether incorrect treatment is killing COVID patients. By early April 2020,

doctors warned that putting COVID-19 patients on mechanical ventilation increased their risk of

death.

One investigation showed a staggering 80% of COVID-19 patients in New York City who were

placed on ventilators died,  causing some doctors to question their use. U.K. data put that Igure at

66% and a small study in Wuhan found 86% of ventilated patients died.  In an April 8, 2020, article,

STAT News reported:

"Many patients have blood oxygen levels so low they should be dead. But they're not

gasping for air, their hearts aren't racing, and their brains show no signs of blinking off from

lack of oxygen.

That is making critical care physicians suspect that blood levels of oxygen, which for

decades have driven decisions about breathing support for patients with pneumonia and

acute respiratory distress, might be misleading them about how to care for those with

COVID-19.

In particular, more and more are concerned about the use of intubation and mechanical

ventilators. They argue that more patients could receive simpler, noninvasive respiratory

support, such as the breathing masks used in sleep apnea, at least to start with and maybe

for the duration of the illness."

At the time, emergency room physician Dr. Cameron Kyle-Sidell argued that patients' symptoms had

more in common with altitude sickness than pneumonia.  Similarly, a paper  by critical care Drs.

Luciano Gattinoni and John J. Marini described two different types of COVID-19 presentations,

which they refer to as Type L and Type H. While one beneIted from mechanical ventilation, the

other did not.

Despite that, putting COVID patients on mechanical ventilation is "standard of care" for COVID

across the U.S. to this day. Without doubt, most of the early COVID patients were killed from

ventilator malpractice, and patients continue to be killed — not from COVID but from harmful

treatments.

Better Alternatives to Ventilation Exist

Mechanical ventilation can easily damage the lungs as it's pushing air into the lungs with force.

Hyperbaric oxygen treatment (HBOT) would likely be a better alternative, as it allows your body to

absorb a higher percentage of oxygen without forcing air into the lungs. HBOT also improves

mitochondrial function, helps with detoxiIcation, inhibits and controls iniammation and optimizes

your body's innate healing capacity.

Doctors have also had excellent results using high-iow nasal cannulas in lieu of ventilators. As

noted in an April 2020 press release from doctors at UChicago Medicine:

"High-Iow nasal cannulas, or HFNCs, are non-invasive nasal prongs that sit below the

nostrils and blow large volumes of warm, humidiLed oxygen into the nose and lungs.

A team from UChicago Medicine's emergency room took 24 COVID-19 patients who were in

respiratory distress and gave them HFNCs instead of putting them on ventilators. The

patients all fared extremely well, and only one of them required intubation after 10 days …

The HFNCs are often combined with prone positioning, a technique where patients lay on

their stomachs to aid breathing. Together, they've helped UChicago Medicine doctors avoid

dozens of intubations and have decreased the chances of bad outcomes for COVID-19

patients, said Thomas Spiegel, MD, Medical Director of University of Chicago Medicine's

Emergency Department.

The proning and the high-Iow nasal cannulas combined have brought patient oxygen levels

from around 40% to 80% and 90% …"

How to Use Prone Positioning at Home

You can also use prone positioning at home if you struggle with a cough or have trouble breathing.

If you're struggling to breathe, you should seek emergency medical care. However, in cases of

cough or mild shortness of breath being treated at home, try to avoid spending a lot of time lying

iat on your back.

Guidelines from Elmhurst Hospital suggest "laying [sic] on your stomach and in different positions

will help your body to get air into all areas of your lung." The guidelines recommend changing your

position every 30 minutes to two hours, including:

Lying on your belly

Lying on your right side

Sitting up

Lying on your left side

This is a simple way to potentially help ease breathing dilculties at home. If you or a loved one is

hospitalized, this technique can be used there too.

Hospital Incentives Are Driving Up COVID Deaths

You might wonder why doctors and hospital administrators insist on using treatments known to be

ineffective at best and deadly at worst, while stubbornly refusing to administer anything that has

been shown to work, be it intravenous vitamin C, hydroxychloroquine and zinc, ivermectin or

corticosteroids.

The most likely answer is because they're protecting their bottom line. In the U.S., hospitals not

only risk losing federal funding if they administer these treatments, but they also get a variety of

incentives for doing all the wrong things. Hospitals receive payments for:

COVID testing for all patients

COVID diagnoses

Admitting a "COVID patient"

Use of remdesivir

Use of mechanical ventilation

COVID deaths

What's worse, there's evidence that certain hospital systems, and perhaps all of them, have waived

patients' rights, making anyone diagnosed with COVID a virtual prisoner of the hospital, with no

ability to exercise informed consent. In short, hospitals are doing whatever they want with patients,

and they have every incentive to maltreat them, and no incentive to give them treatments other than

that dictated to them by the National Institutes of Health.

As reported by Citizens Journal,  the U.S. government actually pays hospitals a "bonus" on the

entire hospital bill if they use remdesivir, a drug shown to cause severe organ damage. Even

coroners are given bonuses for every COVID-19 death.

A Bounty Has Been Placed on Your Life

"What does this mean for your health and safety as a patient in the hospital?" Citizens Journal

asks.  Without mincing words, it means your health is in severe jeopardy. Citizen Journal likens

government-directed COVID treatments to a bounty placed on your life, where payouts are tied to

your decline, not your recovery.

"For Remdesivir, studies show that 71–75% of patients suffer an adverse effect, and the

drug often had to be stopped after Lve to 10 days because of these effects, such as kidney

and liver damage, and death," Citizen Journal writes.

"Remdesivir trials during the 2018 West African Ebola outbreak  had to be discontinued

because death rate exceeded 50%. Yet, in 2020, Anthony Fauci directed that Remdesivir

was to be the drug hospitals use to treat COVID-19, even when the COVID clinical trials of

Remdesivir showed similar adverse effects.

In ventilated patients, the death toll is staggering ... [attorney Thomas] Renz announced at

a Truth for Health Foundation Press Conference that CMS data showed that in Texas

hospitals, 84.9% percent of all patients died after more than 96 hours on a ventilator.

Then there are deaths from restrictions on effective treatments for hospitalized patients.

Renz and a team of data analysts have estimated that more than 800,000 deaths in

America's hospitals, in COVID-19 and other patients, have been caused by approaches

restricting Iuids, nutrition, antibiotics, effective antivirals, anti-inIammatories, and

therapeutic doses of anti-coagulants.

We now see government-dictated medical care at its worst in our history since the federal

government mandated these ineffective and dangerous treatments for COVID-19, and then

created Inancial incentives for hospitals and doctors to use only those 'approved' (and

paid for) approaches.

Our formerly trusted medical community of hospitals and hospital-employed medical staff

have effectively become 'bounty hunters' for your life.

Patients need to now take unprecedented steps to avoid going into the hospital for COVID-

19. Patients need to take active steps to plan before getting sick to use early home-based

treatment of COVID-19 that can help you save your life."

Treat COVID Symptoms Immediately and Aggressively

Considering the uncertainties around diagnosis, it's best to treat any cold or iu-like symptoms

early. At Irst signs of symptoms, start treatment. Perhaps it's the common cold or a regular

iniuenza, maybe it's the much milder Omicron, but since it's hard to tell, your best bet is to treat

symptoms as you would treat earlier forms of COVID.

Considering how contagious Omicron is, chances are you're going to get it, so buy what you'll need

now, so you have it on hand if/when symptoms arise. And, remember, this applies for those who

have gotten the jab as well, since you're just as likely to get infected — and perhaps even more so.

Early treatment protocols with demonstrated effectiveness include:

The Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance's (FLCCC's) prevention and early at-home

treatment protocol. They also have an in-hospital protocol and long-term management

guidance for long-haul COVID-19 syndrome. You can Ind a listing of doctors who can

prescribe ivermectin and other necessary medicines on the FLCCC website

The AAPS protocol

Tess Laurie's World Council for Health protocol

America's Frontline Doctors

Based on my review of these protocols, I've developed the following summary of the treatment
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The Truth Is Coming Out About COVID Deaths
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola " Fact Checked

Data show COVID-19 deaths have been wildly exaggerated by counting people who died from other conditions but had a positive COVID test within

28 days of their death

#

U.K. data released in response to a Freedom of Information Act request show that the number of deaths between January 2020 and the end of

September 2021 in England and Wales, where COVID-19 was the sole cause of death, was just 17,371 — not 137,133 as reported
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Of the 17,371 people who had COVID-19 as the sole cause of death, 13,597 were 65 or older. The average age of death in the U.K. from COVID in

2021 was 82.5 years
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Based on my review of these protocols, I've developed the following summary of the treatment

speciIcs I believe are the easiest and most effective.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Inally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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DR. RYAN COLE: STOP THE INSANITY! THIS IS NOT LONGER GOOD SCIENCE. Dr. Cole is a pathologist at Mayo Clinic: The 'vaccine' is

called "investigational" in the authorization. We have to call it by its name: "research" - an experiment on humanity, that's what they're

doing. he said that we are absolutely violating the Nuremberg Code as a nation and as a people. Reiner Füllmich come to the same

conclusion: injections normally called Corona vaccines are designed to experiment on the human race and Ind out what dose is

needed to kill people. “Vaccines” cause the same disease as the virus and predispose people to autoimmune attacks and potential

short-term cancer risks,” said Veronika Kyrylenko, Demonstration Washington, DC on January 23.

Vaccines are linked to immune dysregulation and cancer growth. There is a ten to twenty-fold increase in uterine cancer in the last six

months, since the start of the implementation of the vaccine. The doctor also said that the death rate from all causes is also higher in

vaccinated people. This deregulation results in an uptick in viruses of the Herpes family, molluscumin, human papilloma virus, all

kinds of viruses, mononucleosis, etc., which are reactivated.

The injection also damages the kidneys, liver, testicles, and ovaries. A 200% increase in myocarditis. The spike protein crosses the

blood-brain barrier, disrupting the blood vessels in your brain and allowing the spike to cause iniammation.

freewestmedia.com/2022/01/10/reiner-fullmich-and-50-lawyers-the-vaccin..  (01/10/2022)

by-julietbonnay.com/2021/10/dr-ryan-cole-stop-the-insanity-this-is-no-..  (11/15/2022)

www.brighteon.com/898419ab-e36f-43a5-8700-e0e35b126273  (01/23/2022)
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Nurse Erin Olszewski talks about hospital killings in this fake pandemic.

www.brighteon.com/9976a27c-e5b6-4eeb-8a62-b7c7029af97e  (01/25/2022) 5-fold increase in sudden cardiac deaths of FIFA

players in 2021 stephenc.substack.com/.../5-fold-increase-in-sudden-cardiac  (11/15/2022) Alberta Just Inadvertently

Confessed To Manipulating COVID Vaccination Statistics metatron.substack.com/.../alberta-just-inadvertently-confessed

 (01/14/2022)
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Gui with all the WARNINGS and information the SUCKERS still believe that this injected POISON will improve their opportunities

for a better life - they have been PROGRAMMED - their " closed minds" need to be swept clean and daylight allowed to enter
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While the MSM is still spouting the lies issued by the governments and those in power, the masses of people will never learn the

truth.
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Gui, remdesivir, better known with some front line nurses - Run Death is Near. Other than vaccines apparently Fauci's favorite

cut, burn or poison protocol. It being poison kills cancer, virus, bacteria, great stuff. Too bad it kills the patient too. Not to worry,

royalties are healthy though. * "Citizen Journal likens government-directed COVID treatments to a bounty placed on your life,

where payouts are tied to your decline, not your recovery." * Nothing new here other than the decline is usually stretched out

over a longer period of time. Patient treatment malpractice is bad enough & the data seems to suggest those most likely to die

from Covid would die anyway, either from the Covid or the Jab/s - or the comorbidities brought on by another propaganda

agenda, encouraging self-destructive lifestyles under the guise of living the good life.

In earlier times probably never discovered if not for a Lab Generated Bug. And a splendid time is guaranteed for all. Party Hats,

pop the Champagne to celebrate the massive proIts? Guaranteed proIts bought & paid as all types and kinds of competition to

the Too Big's dry up & blow away. Patient Malpractice? Bad enough. What about the deaths from Public Scamdemic

Malpractice? How many have died not just from Covid alone, but what about suicides, drug/alcohol, mental breakdowns lashing

out with violence, or just giving up the spark of the Divine/Life from the many mental, emotional, spiritual health destroying

measures.

Stan, proof PT Barnum reincarnated into a Siamese Triplets, Shwab/Gate/Fauci, separated at birth. Never give a sucker an even

break. Who is the sucker now the curtain has burned away for all to see the Triplets in all their naked glory. (Sorry, good luck

getting that image out of your mind.) Now has enough curtain disappeared for us to see all the other Fauci's & all the other

Gates & Money Changer Wizards who deny us our birthright to healthy, productive, meaningful lives?
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Something is not right in Gui's Irst sentence. Dr Cole trained for 5 years at the Mayo Clinic and runs his own pathology center

and clinic in Boise, Idaho. Here's a clip from his website: Biography: Education- Dr. Ryan N. Cole received his medical degree

from the Medical College of Virginia at Virginia Commonwealth University, where he was president of the student family

practice association and a research associate in an immunology lab.He then spent 5 years in training at the Mayo Clinic in

Rochester, Minnesota, completing his residency in Anatomic and Clinical Pathology, as well as a fellowship in Surgical

pathology, serving as chief fellow in his Inal year. Following this, he was accepted to a fellowship in dermatopathology, under

the world expert in the Ield, Dr. A. Bernard Ackerman, at the Ackerman Academy of Dermatopathology, in conjunction with the

Columbia School of Medicine, in New York City, where he was again chief fellow.

Professional Experience.-In 2004 he founded Cole Diagnostics, an independent, full-service medical laboratory in Boise, Idaho,

and is the Chief Medical Olcer and Laboratory Director.- He is a board certiIed Anatomic and Clinical pathologist with a

subspecialty training and 20 years experience in dermatopathology and particular interest in molecular diagnostics. Dr. Cole is

licensed in states from coast to coast, and serves patients and clinicians across the country by providing accurate and timely

diagnoses.- Cole Diagnostics processes and reports out approximately 40,000 blood and biopsy patient samples annually. In

the last year, the lab has handled over 100,000 COVID testing samples.
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Hi, Gui. We have to call this what it is: Crimes Against Humanity! How many laws have been broken, since the beginning of this

psyops? It is truly amazing that so many people can't see a serious problem with wearing the muzzle - for 2 years now - day in

and day out! This is as evil, insane and ABNORMAL as it gets! Keep following the Trucker Convoy news. They could be our best

hope of ending this Medical/Techno Tyranny - at least tentatively!
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Randyfast - how about this, A Tucker Carlson clip reviewed by Jimmy Dore, with a Trucker Protestor, and listen to what the

Trucker relays about digital tracking & more. www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uJCF7caujk&list=RDCMUC3M7l8ved_rYQ45AVzS0..

 And, people, consider this, this is most likely most of the Left has heard about any of this. Jimmy who has been a guest on

Tuckers Fox show? Oh, oh, now as if the middle & Clinton white collar neo-libs get Iledl in with expanded information? The

Predator$ will have to decide do they throw Shwab/Gates/Fauci under the bus or continue to prop them up. We see the Gates

owned or manipulated Legacy Media Sources are sticking to the old script, someone should send them the updated memo.

Better if they don't, then maybe a food Ight will break out amongst them as they panic about to much being in the general

public's eyes. Bad platform for them because once one sees these things, they can't be unseen.
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Yes, STAN, the passports will stop when this fake epidemic is declared a syndemic, when it really is a iu used to dominate

minds on its way to the Great Reset. Then the unvaccinated will continue with a healthier life while the vaccinated will reap the

pathologies due to their ill-advised decision.
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Yes, MoMac46, mass training psychosis is a form of brainwashing and mind control by the deep state media. This media

imposes a hypnosis on the masses to believe that there is a terrifying "virus" ioating in the air, and the only way to stop it is by

wearing a mask and getting "vaccinated"; Otherwise, you could die a horrible death while endangering your own family and

friends or professional colleagues. It's not about rational thinking, it's about fear iooding your feelings based on

misinformation. It's the kind of mindset and thought process that actually delivers that privilege to someone on a television

screen or on social media.
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Yes, JUST, across America, hospitals have been transformed into murder factories where people are falsely “diagnosed” with

covid via a scam PCR test, then put on poorly calibrated Chinese-made ventilators that blow them up the lungs and kill them.

Safe and effective medical interventions that actually save lives among covid victims, such as ivermectin, are strictly prohibited

in almost all hospitals in the country, obviously as part of a malicious medical scheme to exterminate as many patients as

possible to raise the "pandemic death Igures. If corruption had not suppressed information about early treatment of Covid-19,

many people would not have died and long-term illnesses would be less of a concern.

We know that Dr. Peter McCullough, MD, addressed the Texas State Senate Health and Human Services Committee to provide

comprehensive information on successful treatments for COVID-19, the current high level of herd immunity. of the disease, the

very limited potential of "vaccines" and the data showing that early treatment could have saved up to 85 percent of the "more

than 500,000 deaths in the United States", yet the globalist elites do not want lose their beneIts of power and money and

continue with the genocidal protocols of this plandemic.
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Thank you ROSE, for the supplemental information, In the latest episode of The Dr. Ardis Show on Brighteon.TV, Dr. Bryan Ardis

talks with Dr. Ryan Cole about the ongoing treatments for the Wuhan coronavirus in the ICUs of the United States.During the

discussion, Cole talks about the importance of early treatment or prevention of COVID-19 by taking ivermectin and vitamin D

before the infection worsens. Cole believes that it is not just a viral pandemic, but an international vitamin D deIciency

pandemic where 70 percent of the world is immunocompromised due to vitamin D deIciency. He also shared that ninety-six

percent of people in the ICUs due to COVID-19 are actually vitamin D deIcient and susceptible to any type of coronavirus. Cole

says that ivermectin isn't just for dogs, cats, or horses. In August of last year, ivermectin was found to kill 99.9 percent of the

coronavirus in petri dishes. coronavirusnutrients.com/2021-09-22-ryan-cole-vitamin-d-covid19-bright..
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Well expressed RANDY, In this report by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich. He commented on the video about Wodarg's information, that the

vaccines were a dark and planned trial and that they were made to intentionally kill thousands of people and that Fuellmich

added that it was done in a coordinated and synchronized way with PIzer at the head and followed by Moderna and Johnson &

Johnson. He pointed out that all these pharmaceutical companies knew about this mass serial murder. Also Indings on Covid

vaccines discussed by lawyer Reiner Fuellmich, Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg and Dr. Sam White during their session of the Corona

Investigation Committee on December 31, 2021. “As a lawyer, that is inescapable proof of premeditation. And once you have

premeditation, there is no immunity for anyone, not even in the United States."

www.globalresearch.ca/video-new-Indings-about-covid-19-vaccines-reine..  (01/06/2022)
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www.newsy.com/stories/pharmacies-deny-immunocompromised-patients-4th-d..  I have seen many stories like this in the past

few weeks, people being denied their precious fourth shot! It made me start to think, who is going out and getting shots these

days in real time? The people who can hardly wait to get their next shot obviously have their head in the Kool-Aid bucket and

one can only imagine what their Baseline Health might be. But all of the people who have refused shots up until now are

entrenched, and the people who have had a couple of shots with bad effects are saying no way man! Many of the people I know

who are in between have had little Omicron recently or whatever so they are all set. It makes me curious, who is waking up on

this day Monday January 30th and staying to themselves, "Hey man, where can I go get vaxxed today?"
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As I showed in the following OpEd (trialsitenews.com/the-costs-of-inoculating-children-against-covid-19-f.. ), the actual number

of deaths attributable to true COVID-19 are a small fraction of those reported.  For example, "As a side note, the Italian Higher

Institute of Health showed “only 2.9% of the deaths registered since the end of February 2020 would be due to Covid 19”….”of

the 130,468 deaths registered by olcial statistics at the time of preparation of the new report only 3,783 would be due to the

power of the virus itself”, which is even stricter than our 6% CDC-based number."  The OpEd concludes, after presenting the

evidence: "Thus, the number of true COVID-19 deaths that required a “vaccine” for prevention was about 0.04 percent of the

number of COVID-19 deaths reported by the CDC! "
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It was found that IVERMECTIN showed the best results inhibiting the main protease as a potential treatment against the

OMICRON variant in a new study focused on OMICRON instead of prior variants arxiv.org/.../2201.08176.pdf  3CLPro (also

called Main Protease or Mpro in other studies) and PLpro are Sars-Cov-2 enzymes needed for assembly and replication. Note

that this would be different from any potential treatment of vaccine delivered spike protein and its potential spread to others

which at minimum is causing problems through CD147 receptor signalling without requiring any direct infection/binding to the

cells at all.

CD147 also goes by other names Basigin and EMMPRIN in other studies. doi.org/.../ehab724.3383   Recent research shows

Vitamin D metabolites are able to bind to the active sites of two SARS-CoV-2 transcription enzymes with high alnity which play

important roles in viral assembly, replication and establishing infection. These enzymes are the main protease (Mpro) causing

around 10%–19% inhibition and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) inhibiting RdRP by 50%–60%.

journals.physiology.org/.../ajpendo.00174.2021
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Gui- Within the article is a video from Sen. Ron Johnson's panel discussion on Covid. This is almost 5 hours long but was totally

ignored by mainstream media. A person called into CSPAN this morning asking why they was it not covered and nothing is on

their website. They did not know. On a side note someone I know was just diagnosed with multiple myeloma with no history of

cancer but she did get two jabs and a booster. Did not say anything to her that it could be related to the vaccine. To her it was

out of the blue. thewashingtonstandard.com/senator-ron-johnson-holds-panel-discussion-o..
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Thank you swabiengmail.com is a favor that you do to immunosuppressed people. We hope that these patients save Omicron

and that it is the last variant used by the globalist elites to gain more power and economic beneIts from the Pharmaceutical

MaIa and its government allies, the billionaires who constitute the globalist elite that runs Davos and the Great Reset. COVID

VACCINES A SPECTACULAR FAILURE, DATA SHOW. Data analyses from multiple countries show a negative correlation between

COVID vaccination rates and worsening infection rates and other health trends.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccines-spectacular-failure..  (01/26/2022)
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Your comment is very correct, rkostoff. According to Collette Martin, a nurse practitioner who testiIed before a Louisiana

Health and Welfare Committee hearing, children are having “terrifying” reactions to the COVID vaccine, but their concerns are

simply dismissed. The average number of reports of adverse events after vaccination over the past 10 years has been around

39,000 per year, with an average of 155 deaths. Children are at risk of potentially lifelong health problems from the injection.

Myocarditis has emerged as one of the most common problems, especially among boys and young men. Children have a sixfold

increased risk of myocarditis after the second dose. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/children-risk-lifelong-health-prob..

 (07/01/2022)
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Thank you very much DATA, excellent research. If ivermectin and early treatments had been in widespread use over the past

year, the plandemic would already be over. This is based on data published by IVMMeta.com, a real-time analysis of 70 studies

that found that ivermectin works prophylactically 83 percent of the time. https://ivmmeta.com/  Instead, the tyrants told

Americans and many others that the only options are Fauci iu “vaccines” and the draconian disenfranchisement measures that

have caused the planned genocide. “While the list of crimes committed by authorities during the COVID-19 pandemic is a long

one, perhaps the biggest crime of all is the purposeful suppression of safe and effective treatments,” Dr. Mercola. About 97

percent of the Wuhan coronavirus cases in the Delhi metropolitan area of India have been treated effectively thanks to the

widespread use of ivermectin. 100percentfedup.com/report-ivermectin-obliterated-97-of-covid-cases-in..
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Thanks fvtomasch, in connection with your interesting linkfvtomasch COVID Vaccines Causing Miscarriages, Cancer and

Neurological Disorders Among Military, DOD Data Show The data shows: - Miscarriages increased 300% in 2021 over the

previous Ive-year average. - Cancer increased 300% in 2021 over the previous Ive-year average. - Neurological disorders

increased 1000% in 2021 over the past Ive-year average, increasing from 82,000 to 863,000 in one year.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccines-miscarriages-cancer..  (01/26/2022)
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But, isn't that the administration's goal, depopulate tyhe earth so the wealthy can enjoy it more?
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BREAKING NEWS>>> This is dilcult to watch. It is a ludicrous case of denial of reality. Trudeau disparages the 77% of

Canadians who support the truckers. I have repeatedly tried to post links to Trudeau's entire 34-minute speech today. For a

while a link to a 28-second sound bite kept getting substituted.  I Inally found another link to the entire speech. Then, each time

I would update, it would get cancelled and "disappeared". !!!People need to hear his entire speech for themselves!!! So many lies

and thinly-veiled threats. If vaxines are “safe and effective” as Trudeau claims, how come him and his family tested positive?

 Why does this sound so scripted? There is another ominous sign of impending tyranny.

The highway cams near the MT border port of entry north of Shelby, MT have been turned off on the Canadian side so people

can no longer see the 20-mile long truck convoy approaching the border. I heard that olcials have turned the convoy around

3/4 mile from the border and will not allow them access. Truckers convoy approaching form the MT side of the border, too.

Possibly been delayed for an unknown reason. I just found this link. As of now, it is current. it may disappear by the time you

read this, though? "Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is speaking to reporters"... https://youtu.be/9iIf0SjX9yU  Look up the title if

the link disappears?
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fvtomasch yes oh my God that Senate hearing was jaw-dropping. I don't think a single word was wasted in 5 hours. It was an

incredible encapsulation of mainly just the medical wrongdoings in this whole Affair. I could not believe that these words were

being spoken right in the heart of the capital! I began listening that day not knowing I would hang on to every word religiously. I

tried the link that you put up but could not access the video easily. Here is another link where are you can just hit play if anyone

cares to listen or re-listen! futurenews.news/watch
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Thank you Dr. Mercola. I downloaded your treatment protocol and used it to both diagnose my weird symptoms and treat myself with

the right nutrients. As a It 73 year old, I bounced back within a few days. Again thank you for all the wonderful medical and health

information that you freely give. It has changed and greatly improved my health and life.
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Naturally the same doctors and hospitals now will gladly “treat” same patients :they made sick: and will now harm them even more

with their C “treatment “ that is usually a waste of time and will cause more pain and discomfort … Absolutely shocking where we are

going… but the C help groups, and C transport, and C treatment with 5 Y plus life… Generous aren’t they…is just getting so much

advertising that not even doctors Know or are permitted to suggest any natural treatment… That is of great worry to me as a  N D told

me once we could loose our licence if we suggest anything but the 3 treatments That is Not healthcare in my opinion,.
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Yes, it is disease that fuels the proIts of the Pharmaceutical MaIa and its institutional allies. Medical dogmas and protocols

feed the disease that is imposed by large corporations through many years of domination of the media owned by bankers, large

corporations and philanthropic organizations such as Bill and Melinda Gates and foundations such as Rockefeller, In support of

the media there are scientists and universities of the Rockefeller current that support the dominant paradigms of allopathic

medicine that are built by domain-based elites who only seek their beneIt.

It is the historical tradition of the billionaire families running Davos and the new world order, through the control of the world

Inancial systems, the absorption of all monopolies and companies. The tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic"

and developing the draconian measures, which have constituted the ideal scenario to give the Inal blow to the world economy.

As illnesses and deaths continue to rise and life expectancy is compromised in the future as these undesirables continue to line

their pockets.

It is the commitment to genocide and the tyranny of the Great Reset. A doctor in Maine who has been practicing for 25 years

recently had her license temporarily revoked and is now forced to see a "board-selected psychologist" all because she was

caught prescribing hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and ivermectin for coronavirus from Wuhan.

harbingersdaily.com/doctor-loses-license-must-have-psych-evaluation-fo..  (01/18/2022)
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Rockerfeller Allopathic Medical System, treat the same patients they made sick. Just seen this morning, a new boogieman,

COVID 19! And the band plays on.
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Yes, the shots are meant to do irreversible damage. They will continue giving everyone these vectors of disease (shots) until

everyone falls ill. Because this is gene therapy, the limits to their use is endless. When and if they ever admit to the shots

causing diseases, they will just create another shot for the disease. It will be never ending. I saw this coming. I can just look at

Fauci and know that it is his goal for everyone to be getting a never ending cycle of jabs with bi-annual or quarterly shots.
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So they join in the deception.
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Did anyone else watch Sen Johnson's 5 hour long hearing? This was the best meeting I've seen to date. A rep from the DOD spoke on

behalf of 3 WHISTLE BLOWERS from the military. All 3 were Lt. Colonels. All 3 gave the rep permission to speak their names. There

was a lot of damning information. In one study released, the average number of neurological disorders jumped from 82,000/year to

863,000/year. 82K was the running average up until 2021. What happened in 2021? The nRNA jabs! So we saw a 1,000% increase in

neurological disorders in 1 year. Here's a link to the a summary of the hearing:

citizenfreepress.com/breaking/senator-ron-johnson-vaccine-hearing-canc..  

The DOD rep that testiIes is the 3rd video down. There's only 4 short videos on here. I hope they provide the entire 5hr video in the

future. Everyone should watch it. The only station that aired this on TV was One America News (OAN). Coincidentally, AT&T is

dropping OAN from their channel list on Direct TV. I have Uverse and it is still on there. That's why I was able to watch it. No other TV

provider offers this channel.
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Thank you jamNjim. Also cancer. The US military is being killed by covid injections; “We have substantial data showing that we

saw, for example, miscarriages increasing by 300 percent over the Ive-year average, almost,” Renz further explained at the

panel. “We saw an almost 300 percent increase in cancer over the Ive-year average.” Lawyer Thomas Renz reportedly told

conservative commentator Daniel Horowitz of The Blaze the details about the cancer epidemic sweeping the military. This is

what Horowitz tweeted in a follow-up to the meeting: “I can share with you from attorney Thomas Renz that the number of

cancer diagnoses in the military's DMED system went from a 5-year average (2016-2020) of 38,700 per year to 114,645 in the

Irst 11 months of 2021. This is a predominantly young population.”

thelibertydaily.com/bombshell-cover-up-cancer-diagnoses-in-the-militar..  (01/25/2020)
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Full video on Ron's Rumble channel rumble.com/vt62y6-covid-19-a-second-opinion.html  Highlights

rumble.com/vtamrn-covid-19-a-second-opinion-shorter-highlight-video.ht..
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I have OAN with Verizon. So far anyway. I saw most of the conference while it was streaming. I think AON may have the whole

thing up on RUMBLE. Thank God for Senator Johnson, but where is the rest of "our" government. Why no more hearing? They

are still clattering on about Jan 6th, and holding Free Americans as political prisoners for trespassing on "OUR" property for

over a year now in horriIc conditions. Even if the other political party wins in a landslide this medical holocaust will never be

exposed to the general population and hospitals will continue to kill.
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ScanKat, I can’t get Verizon in my area. I get Uverse, Comcast, and XInity for cable. Of course, there’s Dish and DirectTV. Only

Uverse has OAN. I want to drop AT&T.
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Thanks Gui! They did mention the miscarriage's in this hearing. I don't remember what speciIc group they were referencing like

military or something else, but I recall them saying in this 5hr hearing that miscarriages were up 800%! I have to watch it again

tonight. Sen Johnson was keeping everyone's testimonies short and too the point. They covered a LOT of important FACTS! It

was too much to comprehend.
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Thanks for the link Breynolds. I'll make sure to save it.
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Bitchute has the shortened versions and the full, long version. I only watched the shorter condensed.. suspect 5 hrs is probably

amazing.
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More information:: COVID Vaccines Causing Miscarriages, Cancer and Neurological Disorders Among Military, DOD Data Show

The data show: - Miscarriages increased 300% in 2021 over the previous Ive-year average. - Cancer increased 300% in 2021

over the previous Ive-year average. - Neurological disorders increased 1000% in 2021 over the past Ive-year average,

increasing from 82,000 to 863,000 in one year. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccines-miscarriages-cancer..

 (01/26/2022)
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why do they lie ?? - why do they incentivize ?? - and why has bounty hunting become standard medical care ?? - there is a common

threrad to all these questions - MONEY as the lubricant for the highway robbery that has been substituted for medical intervention -

the intention / goal / and purpose of CARE has been subverted and now DEATH TREATMENT has supplanted MEDICAL CARE - Pharma

has initiated an alternative "standard treament" by murdering SUCKERS so that their bonanza scamdemic continues to MURDER

anyone who makes the mistake of believing that hospitals are places of refuge that will help them recover from the iu - entering a

hospital is now a DEATH SENTENCE!! - the medical profession take orders from Pharma - these orders which must be obeyed include

a step by step exploitation of the SUCKER that is addicted to TV propaganda - alive you are worth nothing but DEAD you pay out is at

least $100000 - which deal is the more attractive ??
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Yes, Stan, for decades it has been killing itself and covid is the Inal auction of corruption followed by large corporations, health

institutions, the Pharmaceutical MaIa and those who mark the doctrine of extermination in Davos.. We have a front, we have

the development of a disguised Strategic Intelligence Platform that encompasses false deInitions of commitment to

biodiversity, the environment and food that we want to achieve with GMO agri-food industries and pesticides, digital identity, 5G,

robotics, artiIcial intelligence.

Covid-19 is a great vaccine recipe that has also created a great disruptive reset of our global, social, economic, and political

systems. The loss of freedoms and civil rights by the powers due to covid-19. About 2.6 billion people around the world have

been affected by decisions that governments have implemented under the guise of the pandemic. It is the look of a

techno-fascism that points out the role of large companies that would not respond to the shareholders or the interests of a

nation, making executives who have not been elected and who work with the money of the shareholders, replace the role of

democracy and politics.

Doctors who try to save lives are discriminated against. The Federation of State Medical Boards is threatening to suspend or

revoke the medical license of any doctor who dares to tell the truth that Wuhan's coronavirus "vaccines" are unsafe and

ineffective. www.medpagetoday.com/.../93877  Dr. James Thorp, a maternity and fetal specialist, revealed the medical tyranny

in his profession to attorney and Brighteon.TV host Tom Renz. The St. Louis-based doctor said during the Dec. 21 episode of

"Lawfare with Tom Renz" that medical boards are threatening doctors who don't adhere to the approved narrative.

www.brighteon.com/5473e6ba-29a5-4703-9c38-30c27c7c62dd
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Gui - the stakes are higher in the contemporary version of " DEATH BY MEDICINE - never before has the ENSLAVEMENT of

Mankind as a whole been so orchestrated and realized - the MURDER has been codiIed as "no alternative" - Zombie Culture has

enabled the loss of human freedom which is a rebuke of human history - Mankid has demanded to get, now begs for the

reinstatement of ther historical chains - a return to slavery makes the average Zombie feel contented for the good old days -

slavery is a form of nostalgia that Zombies crave - as long as they can watch TV they are contented - maybe we should place a

TV in every coln so that iff they wake up from the dead they can watch
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Now there is quite the image; Dr's, nurses, healthcare workers, most likely the vast majority having the best of intentions to heal,

trained by Rockerfeller/Skunk Gates Medical MaIa to unwittingly become Bounty Hunters for the Predator$. Not throwing

stones, nearly all of us are captured by the Predator$ designs one way or another. Even those of us who have pursued as many

practices as we can to stop feeding the Beast. It's nearly impossible as even if there are pockets outside of their designs, the

wolf is still outside the door, waiting, licking its chops.
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Hi stan, Hospital incentives are similar to restaurants rushing patrons, so they can "turn over tables" for the next diners;

however, it appears efforts were made to "turn over beds" - and lord knows what was behind that reasoning, my guess is these

doctors were actually believing projected fear and panic by mainstream tv news. - - - - -and if you listen to segments of the

Senator Ron Johnson hearings, some people reported their parents or loved ones were starting to recover in hospital, when

their treatments and nutrients were suddenly withheld, and they eventually died.- - - - - -

Worse still, the normalizing of shots for kids has gone wild on tv news reporting, media now shows a variety of kids getting the

shot before, during and after each medical segment, Who ever thought normalizing getting shots is appropriate? This is being

shown on the 4pm (early), 5pm, 6pm and 10 and 11pm (late) news programs. Over and over and over again, like watching the

World Trade Center tower crashes and Ires was programmed into our heads many times per day 20 years ago. Parallel

realities? NOT! - - - - - the more you look, the more standard Rockefeller medicine may be going down in iames.
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It has always been this way. Covid-19 has Inally "WOKE" everyone up! I've been telling everyone to "Just Walk Away From The

Medical System" the entire 14 years I've been on here. I walked out of the Hospital in 1995 before they had a chance to operate

on my heart! According to the "expert doctors", I'm supposed to be dead. The medical system is useless. I only use the medical

system to do my annual blood work and I don't even see a doctor for that. I schedule the blood draw online at the nearest

LabCorp and pay for the speciIc test(s) I want. Just look at how the Amish did during this pandemic. They reached heard

immunity by May 2021 with little to no deaths. They all caught it and never missed a day of work. They just pushed through it.

No one went to a hospital.
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steve - your complaint concerning the "sticky Ingers" of the exploitative class - sympathize and Ind processed oils have the

same problem - anther gripe I have is the ubiquity of processed oils - and the unnecessary slathering food with processed oils -

and the lies that the FDA told about the "health properties" of processed oils

rose - that is the correct terminology for the 1980's advent of Managed Modern Medicine - as Orwell in "Animal Farm" called it -

"the year of our Lord Ford" - conveyor belt mentality - automaton working - this is not the language of human emotional empathy

- this is the lifeless prolix of dead minds

Jm - "its always been this way" - I agree - I always seem to agree with you - WALK AWAY FROM THE MEDICAL SYSTEM !! - it is

corrupt and many of their activities / treatments / therapies are negatively received by their victims / patients - the way they

structure their Inances lies at the base of the problem - "care" { if such a thing still exists} has been downgraded while payment

and means of payment are upper most considerations - the consumer / patient / victim / is not valued as a bearer of God's S oul

- the collective soul that human's empathize through has been eradicated by Managed Modern Medicine whose primary value is

solely proIt -
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YES! medicine now does not mention curing illness, only controling it. You will have to take their "medicines" for the rest of your

life. All pharma ads on tv also mention that this might make you better but of course, almost all will cause cancer, especially

Lymphoma, heart attacks, etc. Yet, people still fall for it and say to the doctor, give me a pill, make it go away.
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hi Dordee - "give me A PILL" - in addiction this act is called  " co-dependency "
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LOL..what a waste of time watching this HAG walinsky..her and fuci and biden are complete waste of electrons and electricity and time

.......more total waste of time is FDA FCC and 99.999999% of the US Government....and actually any government is a waste of time and

money.. All governments are a scam...whether communist of democracy.or what ever....its these governments that want wars and

more of everyone moneys via taxes and licences and more governments meddling... But its the 'selected few' who want to rule over the

masses....and these selected few, need to be eradicated..
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This slimy scam Justin T is a prime example of the slimy scam ......hides like the COWARD he is instead of trying to work out a

problem of a 'Few ' trucks :) parked in his parking spaces.....or the slimball biden and all his look-a -likes....the old mindless

biden couldn't even read a teleprompter after his supposed election......now he is (actually his standin fake) is directing

armies?? this is such a stage show of FAKES 'Entertaining' the brain dead masses.....how absurd....
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AMBER ALERT : White Male, 78, Wondering in DC, Thinks He's President.
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well stated Robb and Otis
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URGENT: CITY OF OTTAWA IS TRYING TO STEAL GO FUND ME SUPPORT FOR TRUCKERS......... (I'VE GIVEN YOU THE COUNCILLORS

CONTACT LISTS IN MY OTHER POST TODAY)  The Liberals running the City of Ottawa are angry. Ottawa City Councillor Mathieu Fleury

wants to seize the protesting truckers' GoFundMe support account, which has raised upwards of $9 million, to cover the costs of

policing the city — among other costs. They wouldn't do this for BLM rallies; they are doing it to be punitive and petty.  Would they have

traction in court? At this point, it is unclear. All we know is that Trudeau is putting all of his efforts right now into ending this protest

"by any means necessary." Those aren't my words; that is what the Ottawa Police Chief just said on the State Broadcaster.

Please read the story here, and share it if possible.  While I have you - I also wanted to share a video I just published of me interviewing

an indigenous elder on Parliament Hill. She had some choice words for the Prime Minister and held back no punches. It may be my

favourite interview yet. Keep Ighting for what is right, Keean Bexte Editor-in-Chief TheCounterSignal.com P.S.

Yesterday, my live stream of the Convoy press conference reached over 600,000 Canadians. That is more than any mainstream media

broadcast receives.  P.P.S. If you want to see more coverage like this - I need to pay some of these bills that are stacking up. So please

kick in if you can to help keep Trudeau and the mainstream media on the back foot.  Note: If you already have helped out - I can't thank

you enough. If you would prefer to donate via mail, please direct correspondence to The Counter Signal, PO Box 34099, Westbrook PO,

Calgary, AB T3C 3W2, Canada.
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I get what this article is saying, but if I was 80 years old and otherwise healthy, I wouldn't consider myself expendable, or my remaining

years as some sort of statistical bonus. This article has some pretty callous statements in it regarding those with advanced age.

Almost as if they don't matter because they were almost dead anyway due to their age and the general life-expectancy. These people

might still be alive had they not contracted this chimera virus. They still lost out on possible years with loved ones. They matter. Those

years would have meant something.
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Thanks Kimmetzger, you put it a lot better than I could! I'm over 80, and not prepared to go - I still have things to do and family to

see. I think the discussion on age re Covid deaths could have been less cold and dismissive. Maybe I shouldn't be surprised -

old people have not been held in high regard for some time, at least in Western societies. +
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Even from the data Dr. Mercola provided to show a new much smaller number for covid deaths, there's still this distortion: They are

correcting the number of deaths with covid present, to a number of deaths caused by covid, but forgetting that those deaths truly

caused by covid are many times not caused by covid because the PCR test is unreliable and over counts. That number still contains

many false positives and those deaths were not caused by covid either, even though a PCR test said covid was present.
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Great insight Stoneharbor!
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The big picture "Co-morbidity" is our government supported/ legally ensconced/ proIt driven/ university standardized/ insurer

beneIted/ extortion racket of the pharmaceutical healthcare monopoly....where half the population is unwell and uninformed as to the

real science of actual root causes of their disease and legitimate treatments outside the system....A system which depends on

keeping a tight lid on information....Same goes for wars, chemicals, foods and education that couldn't exist without a mass media

brain-trained majority of the easily fooled, made economically dependent on our evil empire....The volumes of evidence only piss me

off and make my head hurt. First shoot the messenger and the elite parasites will fall on their own.
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It's way past time for a revolution!
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Hey Captn Redox John Campbell has been on a winning streak for the past week or so. He outted many details about the mild

Omicron cases and earlier, the UK govt's (over-) reaction has been visually charted. Most alarming to me is the avg. age of those

dying were 82.5 - and therefore everyone needs to take the shot? Its truly bizarre that no other country could focus their

response efforts on those who were most susceptible, except for Sweden. And regardless, when the shots rolled out, these

injured or killed those who were promised protection. Upside down is no longer even viable, this was perverse, Gates-funded

and pre-ordained, well scripted and practiced reaction that will fail into history books. And its not yet over!
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"morbidity - is the business plan that Big Pharma has now launched a full scale assault on humanity - the goal is "morbidity"

 Forbidden
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Yup, But don't limit the morbidity/accelerated attrition of useless eaters to Sick-care alone, as if the lack of effective prevention

wasn't a tell...The numbers on war deaths/dislocations/misery...impoverishment/homelessness...chemical toxins..empty

foods..or air pollution alone are never forthcoming like stunningly accurate covid cases/deaths...Addictions/suicides/accidents

are results of the economy stupid....Never mentioned is psychological media trauma, its assault on the immune system and

IQ..why I say the messenger must be shot and dismembered/errr de-consolidated from the hands of a few diversiIed

monopolies with coniicted agendas and treasonous ties to Davos and foreign dictators. Only the monopoly market economy is
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monopolies with coniicted agendas and treasonous ties to Davos and foreign dictators. Only the monopoly market economy is

soaring while 70% of Americans are really pissed over iniation..Revolution could start with enforcement of antitrust laws to

reinstate the 1st Amendment...which lawyers and courts could kick around for decades...Maybe convoys are more timely?
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Why are you still talking about "Covid Deaths"? In my world - covd doesn't exist! I haven't caught the cold or iu, in many years and

covid is no exception. Covid is a cold virus and there is no cure for the Common Cold. The difference now is; the globalists are telling

us that we will have to live with covid (the common cold), for the rest of our lives. What's really different here (apart from the fact that

we've already been living with the cold and iu, throughout our lives) is; they now want to inject everyone with nanobots, on a regular

basis - to allegedly "protect" them from this Common Cold! There are 3 things that are destroying the lives of millions of people

today...the iu, the so-called "measures" and the nanobot shot! This was NEVER about some cold virus!
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The big scam is that the deaths of people with previous pathologies are counted as deaths from covid, hospitals end the lives of

said patients on ventilators. Annually around 57 million people die in the world. The main cause of death in the world is

non-communicable diseases. Cardiovascular diseases (cancer, diabetes, respiratory disorders...) are responsible for the death

of 36 million people each year. Virtually all deaths are due to these pathologies, which are usually linked to aging and poor

lifestyle habits. Ischemic heart disease appears Irst: 8.7 million, after the heart attack: 6.2 million.

Third and fourth place Respiratory infections: 3.1 million and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): 3.1 million. How

many of these deaths would be prevented with a healthy diet rich in vitamins, minerals, and phytochemicals. How many children

will die from the terrible crisis of COVID-19, while metabolic diseases due to poor nutrition, which implies overfeeding

accompanied by malnutrition, due to a disastrous regulation of the responsible organisms, commanded by the agri-food

industry and the Pharmaceutical MaIa, will be reiected in the Igures for deaths from COVID-19.
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Check out this website:https://viroliegy.com  This guy really explains the there are no viruses causing anything. Cold symptoms

are our body's way to detox. The entire science virology is built on a house of cards. Pasteur placed the Irst card. This thing is

sky high at this point. When if falls it will take out a lot of real-estate, most located in DC.
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Thanks, Gui. As you point out; millions of people die each year...just not from covid. Until I see people in the neighborhood (the

ones I see on a daily basis) getting sick or dying, in numbers; my stance on this topic will not change. This is the question that

no one seems to be asking (except for me)...Why are so many of us healthy after 2 years of this insanity; why haven't we been

sick with this "Deadly virus that's 'ravaging' the world's population"? The answer is simple: There is no deadly virus attacking

humanity! We are under attack by the oligarchs who want to own and control everything on the planet - including us!
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It is well known that mechanical ventilation can reactivate EBV or CMV and has a detrimental impact on recovery. As 90% of the adult

population have these viruses lying latent, then mechanical ventilation should be a last resort, depending more on CPAP/BIPAP or

ECMO.
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Disappointed in Mercola for reporting on this. Why? Simply because everyone already knows the PCR tests are a complete fraud. The

same PCR tests were used by Fauci to convince people that they had AIDS. Then they would be put on AZT which would kill them.  The

massive amounts of deaths were due to hospital protocols, who were and still are being incentivized to kill people. How?

Simple….Hospitals are being paid large sums of money by the government to PCR test everyone. Then additional incentives for

positive PCR results, prescriptions for remdesivir, and ventilation. Once this protocol has happened to someone, the vast majority die!

Then there are more incentives to label deaths as COVID and the rest is self explanatory. Hospital staff have isolated patients from

family, and carried out these protocols unhindered.

Obviously governments around the world have been doing this same agenda in lockstep with one another, and all of a sudden, these

same Governments are revealing fraud and backing down on their mandates. Ask yourself why….I believe simply that they’re moving

onto the next part of their agenda, and it could very well be Global Warming, and Wars, and rumors of war.

https://youtu.be/RDXvuzwpEgI  This video reveals bits and pieces of something big about to happen, and once again complete silence

from our media.  Most of us can’t see what’s going on because we are too zoomed in on speciIc events. Zoom out and start piecing

things together, and use Bible prophecy as your overall Puzzle Box picture to help you. Matthew 24, Daniel 2, and Revelation 13 - have

me seeing world events in a completely different manner than the public at large.
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Part 2 And here’s another. Graphene oxides. They are causing clotting. They rob the ferritin needed for oxygen exchange and they

block the Flow of blood. Graphene Oxides are highly reactive to ionic radiation, such as 4g, 4g plus and 5g radio frequencies. Spanish

Researchers fromLa Quinta Columna showed what happened when they put the contents of a COVID vaccine vile on a slide under a

microscope, when they put a phone next to and called it. The video showed the particles moving aggressively and self forming into

peculiar structures.  

And this explanation comes from VAERS for all vaccines, probably from their inception as along the way they’ve all involved mixing

foreign genetic materials in their making. And this is what’s being called Long Haulers COVID, and being associated with re-activated

viruses. See Dr. Judy A. Mikovits, PhD and her book Plague, 2014 and or Plague of Corruption, 2019 co-written by Kent Heckenlively

for a detailed explantion. The short of it is the vaccine manufacturing process involving attenuating live viruses using animal, bird or

aborted fetal tissues brings on the ‘organ rejection’ pathway.

The shots do not separate the foreign DNA from the cells used to attenuate the viruses. They actually, according to Mikovits go

through a gain of function while attenuating, thus allowing a cross over of foreign proteins of close homology to human proteins, and

as such trigger autoimmune responses. So COVID, the disease looks like radiation sickness. It looks like viral interference. It looks like

cyanide poisoning, and it looks like adverse events taken right out of VAERS from the other vaccines listed there. Until other plausible

explanations are thoroughly explored, and knowing to this day we do not have a reliable diagnostic; it’s to early to accept the dogma

that COVID the disease has a known cause.
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As a preventative initially I was informed to take ‘apolactoferin’….I stopped a little while ago because the price of it on

Amazon.ca has gone through the roof!…I can’t afford to pay a couple of hundred dollars for two bottles.(even more from some

sellers.) I hate to use them but I can’t Ind it anywhere. There must be something to this when the price has skyrocketed.

Thoughts anyone?
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Terrain Theory wins again. Game. Set. Match.
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Bingo! Front row! Why Terrain Theory isn’t realized by more people is ba�ing to me. Without getting into it, the Germ Theory is

fraudulent from the get-go. The Rockerfeller Allopathic Medical System based on The Germ Theory accomplished one thing:

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ It didn’t cure a goddamn thing, but sure as hell made billionaires out of them.

Sad…but true.
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Kerry Mullins, creator of PCR test said that it does not test for anything. Not a thing. What it does do is it enlarges virus fragments so

you can get a better look at them close up to gather more information. I saw him say this in a video about 2 yrs ago - I can no longer

Ind that video. Dr. Mercola, I've followed you for years and love your information, have huge respect for you - but why the hell are you

not saying this? Instead you say "PCR test is unreliable and gives false positives". That is totally inaccurate, it does NOT TEST for a

damn thing. People need to hear the truth, not some whitewashing.
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Perhaps you searched for the wrong spelling of the inventor; it's actually Dr. Kary Mullis. Dr Kary Mullis inventor Of The RT PCR

test says himself it should not be used to detect viruses www.bitchute.com/.../ciV53jM85hTq  Dr. Kary Mullis

www.globalresearch.ca/the-ebola-test-let-the-tests-inventor-speak/5406..  Mullis has stated: ‘Quantitative PCR is an oxymoron.’

PCR is intended to identify substances qualitatively, but by its very nature is unsuited for estimating numbers. Although there is

a common misimpression that the viral-load tests actually count the number of viruses in the blood, these tests cannot detect

free, infectious viruses at all; they can only detect proteins that are believed, in some cases wrongly, to be unique to HIV. The

tests can detect genetic sequences of viruses, but not viruses themselves.
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OAN ran the discussion Sen. Johnson held last week. He had Drs. Malone, McCullough, Kory and many others on along with nurses,

etc. it was 5 hours long, I watched 2 hours. They all said exactly what is discussed on Mercolas site. They had a vaccine adverse effect

lady on, a military reported of the damage to our soldiers, a molecular biologist …all reporting what is really going on with Covid,

hospitals, Drs…everything! I am so glad the truth is getting out there!
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I watched the entire 5 hours. It was great! They covered a lot. Who do you get your TV programming from? I have AT&T Uverse.

ATT is supposed to drop OAN. I want to change service providers before they do this. Everything I have is AT&T and I want to

drop them! I tried Comcast and XInity and neither of them offer OAN. Dish Network's website doesn't work on my browser so I

can't see their channel lineup. When I go to their webpage for the package options and try to view the channel lineup there's no

scroll bar to the side to let you scroll down the list. So all you see for all 3 packages they have are the same 6 channels.
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I was able to navigate DishNetwork's website with the browser I have at work. My employer uses Google Chrome. Go Igure,

their website navigates perfectly on Google, but not Firefox. Dish does not offer OAN either.
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If the Genocide jabs don't get you, Remdesivir & ventilators will. Says a guy (Me) who has warned several people to get out of the

hospital too late. 100% have died. They drank the kool-aid!
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Hospital stay = suicide. It's like pointing a toy pistol at a cop. If you want to die by police, pull out a fake gun. If you want to die

by big phrama, go to a hospital.
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This one of the most data packed articles I've read. The good John Campbell's report on British FOIA Indings, a compendium of info

on hospital shenanigans and the monetary payoffs, and even a discussion of home care postural interventions for SOB with any

potential URI. The question in my mind is who in government or pharma is dictating the murder of mostly older Americans through

COVID mismanagement? Where did this begin? It is not possible that such bad policies and choices could simply be due to a

confederacy of dunces. As Russian author Elena Gorokhova said, "They lie to us, we know they're lying, they know we know they're

lying, but they keep lying to us, and we keep pretending to believe them". Well, not all of us.
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The dictator is psychopathic for sure.
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It's part of the eugenicists' plans. Hitler's *** did it. William Henry Gates III, aka Bill Gates III, is a eugenicist, and his father, Bill

Gates Sr, was also a eugenicist. Getting rid of "useless eaters" of any age is one of their goals. Sterilizing people of any age,

including children, with "vaccines," is also a goal they have to reduce the global population to a core controlled size of less than

500 million, as engraved on the Georgia Guidestones. This info is all online and not new.
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Patients would not have been put on ventilators in the Irst place if they were not on Remdesivir Irst. Saying that ventilators is the

culprit is like saying omega six oils are what cause all ill health effects from eating food, without mentioning negative effects of eating

sugar, white iours, harmful proteins, toxins, etc. The whole Remdesivir protocol was the Irst wave.
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I was thinking the same exact thing.
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God bless Dr. Mercola for revealing all of the information that he has and the personal risks he takes and personal sacriIces he makes

to do so. Unfortunately, few will ever see that information. Or care to see it.   The root societal problem the Western world has is the

so-called "Mass Formation Psychosis". Which is just a euphemism for the psychological stranglehold the Media has over the minds of

the masses. The Media is the new religion of the West. Men have made gods of men. Which is the sin of idolatry. The Media has been

leading the West into every form of evil for decades. From the destruction of marriage, family and community to wars in the Middle
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leading the West into every form of evil for decades. From the destruction of marriage, family and community to wars in the Middle

East for Israel. The solution is ultimately a return to the Biblical values of our forefathers. If we want to have what they had, we have to

be like they were. No God = No God-given rights.
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Good points, Alex! Special thanks for that insight, No God = No God-given rights. How about cynicism, deIned as an inclination

to believe that people are motivated purely by self-interest? A commenter mentioned that Dr. Mercola has about 3 meg (million)

readers. Most people who read the articles rarely, if ever, comment here, but many at least read these comments in addition to

the articles.
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Fauci pushes Remdesivir from Gilead, where wife has a salaried connection with the compnay.....as he pushed AZT 35 years

ago...killing 300K gay men who were denied any alternative treatments.
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He was never held accountable then and he won't be held accountable now.
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And he is rewarded has the highest paid government servant and STILL spewing his rhetoric 40 years in. Pretty much says it all.

We all know the deInition of insanity
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You all know that Dr Fauci and his daughters had death threats when the plandemic Irst started, yes? We are not alone in

understanding how many have died at his hand: he appears the single largest mass murderer of all time, killing orphans for

medical purposes puts him smack into the Vampire category, yet somehow his is still free to walk around.  No matter if this was

from incompetence or by design, he kept receiving awards, including a presidential medal of honor throughout his career!?! - - -

How can this happen over the past 40 to 50 years? Incredible lack of competence? Nope, over that same time frame, he turned

the NIAID into the largest drug incubator within the federal govt., and he controls funding to every major University research

center across the country, and probably supports a lot more than just Wuhan. He represents the largest inside the beltway

"salesperson" for Big Pharma.
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Fauci’s wife is pure evil. She takes the word scum to new lowest levels. Not too many people know about her and her

acceptance of using humans as medical test subjects, with or without their knowledge. Just plain evil. Like her criminal

murderous husband. Amazing Polly had this report about her in 2020. Interestingly it was one of the reasons U Tube banned

her. rumble.com/vgxtgn-boom-guess-who-faucis-wife-is.html
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And yet I just today saw someone online talk about how wonderful Fauci's AIDS cocktail was and he saved so many lives.
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When the federal dollars stop, you will see a huge reduction in covid hospitalizations....the hospitals are encouraged to call them Covid

because they get $12,000 per covid admission and ventilators get an additional 34,000 per patient. Just follow the money from the

start where Fauci helped the Chinese with his gain of function research to the quick release of emergency use of an experimental gene

therapy which will lower the vaccinated's immunity and they will never regain it. People dying of cancer are being tagged covid deaths

because the states get money also.

And, PIzer made 36 BILLION DOLLARS the last QUARTER from these poisonous jabs. No wonder, so many elitists have smiles on their

faces....the NWO is becoming a communist state with restrictions, masks, the jabs, and social distancing while keeping their thumb on

our heads whereby we may NOT share scientiIc information about this virus contrary to their agenda....the doctors and scientists are

censored. Wake Up America, we need to get these communists out of our government and fast.
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A real history earth shaking `demic that kills as many RICH ,as poor people would balance things,till Christ returns for truth, Or

WW3, funks` up earth with Atomic-bombs, too many to fulIll,"That which mercy can not rehabilitate---Justice will eventually

Annihilate" Yes we`re dying from the disease of the Culture Of Dismiss...
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I can imagine headlines like this 30 years from now similar to headlines of JFK's death almost 60 years ago. "The proof is coming out

now" Just when does redundancy end and accountability begin again?
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You can bet that there will be lawyers advertising on TV in a few years for class action lawsuits from vaccine injuries.
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and those perps who orchestrated it all will run scot free as usual. Zero accountability!
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Does an objective thinking individual, see America as divided between two realities? The “Pseudo-Reality of The Powers That Be” and

the “Reality of Common Sense and Truth?”   (IMHO) The American Revolution was fought between these two realities and on three

battleIelds. 1. War on the physical battleIeld ended on February 18, 1815 with the end of the "War of 1812." America survived.   2. War

on the Inancial battleIeld ended on December 23, 1913 with the establishment of the Federal Reserve Central Bank.

America lost. 3. War on the battleIeld of "ideas and values" continues. The American Revolution is not over, this battle rages on. Who

will triumph in the battle of ideas and values? "The Pseudo Reality of Medical Tyranny” or "The Reality of the Constitutional Republic

protecting Individual liberties and freedoms." Join the revolution!!! "The issue today is the same as it has been throughout all history,

whether man shall be allowed to govern himself or be ruled by a small elite." ~ Thomas Jefferson
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"I work in the healthcare Ield. Here’s the problem, we are testing people for any strain of a Coronavirus. Not speciIcally for COVID-19.

There are no reliable tests for a speciIc COVID-19 virus. There are no reliable agencies or media outlets for reporting numbers of

actual COVID-19 virus cases. This needs to be addressed Irst and foremost. Every action and reaction to COVID-19 is based on totally

iawed data and we simply can not make accurate assessments. Coronavirus Is Nothing More Than Cold & Flu-Like Symptoms This is

why you’re hearing that most people with COVID-19 are showing nothing more than cold/iu like symptoms. That’s because most

Coronavirus strains are nothing more than cold/iu like symptoms."

principia-scientiIc.org/uk-us-healthcare-workers-says-covid-19-testin..  

Great.. But this was KNOWN almost from the start.  "That the CDC isn’t telling the truth to Americans is no conspiracy theory: it’s right

out there in the open for everyone to see. The CDC openly admits that it is fudging the COVID-19 death Igures. We know this because,

among other truth-tellers, a plainspoken small-town physician from Kalispell, Montana, has pulled back the curtain. Dr. Annie Bukacek,

MD, explained in a presentation how death certiIcates are made. (See “Montana physician Dr. Annie Bukacek discusses how

COVID-19 death certiIcates are being manipulated" principia-scientiIc.org/the-cdc-confesses-to-lying-about-covid-19-dea..
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Right? Maybe our best hope is a tipping point, critical mass will be able to step out from under whatever Sword is over their

heads to work together to expose not only all the dirty details of this Gates/Fauci Circus, but the whole Rockefeller Medical

MaIa Model, to bring actual real healthcare to life.
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My guess is covid or upper respiratory infections amount to about 6% of all deaths being reported, maybe double for any prior

year. Keep in mind, about 1% of the population dies during winter months.......nevermind the shots pushed out the frail, many

who may have lasted out the year. Current numbers and tracking can hide the normal situation or bury it. However, as shown in

the video, the US is also having a large wave of cancers (of various types and descriptions) due to delay in detection and

treatment, plus viral re-activation from the shots - this may last for another 18 to 24 months or even more.
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In BC, the media (Health Authorities) announced that "If you have a cough, sneeze, or sni�e - assume it's covid". It doesn't get

much clearer than that!
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This is why they had the media brain wash the public Irst. Mass brain washing worked and just like that you can fake a

pandemic off a common cold. Very cool hat trick I'd say. https://viroliegy.com  It goes way deeper than faking a common cold

for a pandemic. Check out this website and learn about the lies the Ield of virology is built on.
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"Randy", "...the media (Health Authorities) announced that "If you have a cough, sneeze, or sni�e - assume it's covid". I guess

they borrowed that thought from the idea that "...assume ALL guns are loaded," which in that case is a good thing...right Alec.

www.foxnews.com/entertainment/alex-baldwin-gun-control-gun-rights-advo..
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Exactly and that's probably why the CDC now uses an umbrella of Pneumonia, Iniuenza & Covid or PIC to cover their you know

what. gis.cdc.gov/.../FluViewPhase7QuickReferenceGuide.pdf
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Remember that Dr Burks literally said it at a White House press brieIng that they no longer had the iu and that they were merging the

covid with the syndromic database. This means that literally all iu numbers would now being mixed with the covid numbers to greatly

artiIcially iniate the numbers. She said this back in March of 2020 I believe it was and they literally told you that the iu no longer

exists. But everyone immediately still panicked over the numbers when they iat out said what they were doing but nobody could really

understand it or read between the lines.  Here is the video and at least one reporter immediately realized that the numbers could be

skewed but that's where the video ends.  rumble.com/vfkd9v-dr.-birx-we-no-longer-have-the-iu-and-counting-all-..
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Recent news conference from the heads of the Freedom Convoy on Rumble. Best line so far. Reporter: "Do you think Justin Trudeau

will actually lift the mandates?" Head of the Freedom Convoy: "If he wants to eat he will do it."

rumble.com/vtp2lw-freedom-convoy-organizers-press-conference.html
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If Alice Cooper wrote new lyrics to "schools out.".. no more...no more.. https://youtu.be/2Oo8QzDHimQ
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Awesome update just now from Ottawa. This is happening, for real! MSM is going to have to work overtime to ignore this one! The

movement itself does not wish to engage with MSM as you can see in this clip and they are Inding many other ways to communicate

directly to the people! https://youtu.be/N1YqgLV8BXU
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Any inconvenience we suffer in Ottawa, Canada is a step towards freedom. Please pass this on. I'll bet the guy who speaks on the vid

did it in ONE take:   https://youtu.be/zSMEa2Ox2LE   THIS IS CANADA NOW!  USA PLEASE SUPPORT US!  WE'RE IN THIS TOGETHER

FOR REAL THIS TIME.....    Look people, we have got to do something about the Mayor of Ottawa. He’s now talking the truckers have to

leave. If you can help, this is his contact list below. A positive message that you support the truckers could make a difference.  
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leave. If you can help, this is his contact list below. A positive message that you support the truckers could make a difference.  

Contact Address: 110 Laurier Ave. West. Ottawa, ON K1P 1J1.

Phone: (613) 580-2496. Phone: 311 (24h) Email: Jim.Watson@Ottawa.ca  How much does a City Councillor make in Ottawa? The

punishment was the result of two damning integrity commissioner reports that found he committed "incomprehensible incidents of

harassment." Starting this week, the College ward councillor will once again collect his $105,000 annual salary.Nov 8, 2021 (Source:

I/T info on Ottawa)  City Councillors: ottawa.ca/.../mayor-and-city-councillors   SORRY, the spacing wrecked; tried to Ix it many x, but

the message is still there!
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canada in real time! This guy's videos are so beautiful. The revolution will not be televised, on mainstream media!

https://youtu.be/Cq9LbkspiCA  This link is pretty wonderful! The fact that footage like this would not be leading mainstream news

alone shows you that the media has a very deliberate agenda, ya think? https://youtu.be/Jz3TT_BKcGo
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM
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Can you believe that the hue and cry politically up until two years ago was that so many people couldn't afford to be in a our precious

Healthcare System and so wasn't it terrible that they were shut out of it. And now people who are healthy of all conditions who

wouldn't set foot in a hospital are being hunted down! Oh the irony! I guess the takeaway is that the state will do what the state does,

often with no Rhyme or Reason! And surely if there is a reason it is too frightful for most Mortals to consider!
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HTLIII
Joined On 1/8/2022 3:49:43 PM
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Nail the swine to the wall, Hank. They will Ind problems getting to Heaven.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM
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WEF Schwab likes to inIltrate cabinets with young global leaders www.bitchute.com/.../Lv25qcFpt9mx
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Heartcom777
Joined On 8/5/2021 12:00:22 AM
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See the link below as to why hospitals have been coding as many admissions and deaths as possible as Covid-19 no matter what

ailment they were admitted with or no matter what cause their death. Below is a breakdown of how much funding per COVID-19 case

each state received in 2020 from the Irst $30 billion in aid from the Health and Human Services (HHS). Notice that West Virginia

received $471,000 per covid patient, Minnesota received $380,000, Nebraska received $379,000, North Dakota received $339,000,

Alaska received $306,000, Montana received $315,000, Hawaii received $301,000, Kentucky received $297,000, Oklahoma received

$291,000, Arkansas received $285,000, Wyoming received $278,000 – all amounts were PER COVID CASE.

Think amounts like those don't incentivize states to report as many deaths as possible as COVID deaths regardless of the true cause

of death? Another COVID-19 whistleblower has come forward, and this time it’s a Montana doctor. She says the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention (run by the United States government) is asking medical doctors to drastically overstate COVID-19 deaths to

panic the public into “relinquishing cherished freedoms.” Dr. Annie Bukacek, MD, is a longtime Montana physician with over 30 years of

experience practicing medicine.

Signing death certiIcates is a routine part of her job and she’s been asked to label deaths as COVID-19 deaths that have nothing to do

with the coronavirus. COVID-19 was to be listed in Part I of death certiIcates as a deInitive cause of death, regardless of conIrmatory

evidence, rather than in Part II as a contributor to death in the presence of pre-existing conditions.  State-by-state breakdown of

federal aid per COVID-19 case www.beckershospitalreview.com/Inance/state-by-state-breakdown-of-fede..
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And all this money that incentivizes malpractice and murder comes from where? The government. Where does the government

get money? (besides printing it) Us, hardworking taxpayers!! I seriously object to my money being used in such a foul way that is

paying others to harm my fellow citizens (and possibly myself) and withhold safe effective treatment from us. There is "render

unto Caesar what is Caesar's", but is there a point at which we should not pay taxes because we morally object to the use of our

money? This isn't the Irst misuse of our tax money for sure, but I think this would be when we say NO MORE!
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tireguy
Joined On 4/27/2011 9:51:42 PM
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Now we see the CDC admitted that the PCR test cannot differentiate between the SARS-CoV-2 and iniuenza viruses.

www.cdc.gov/csels/dls/locs/2021/07-21-2021-lab-alert-Changes_CDC_RT-PC..  The question is why did it take them so long to admit

this, when they had a previous case of mistaken disease diagnoses and iniated cases using the PCR test back in 2004-2006.  News

From the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention November 7, 2007 Outbreaks of Respiratory Illness Mistakenly Attributed to

Pertussis—New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Tennessee, 2004-2006 JAMA. 2007;298(17):1999-2002.

doi:10.1001/jama.298.17.1999 jamanetwork.com/.../209382  

The CDC had also been caught breaking the law when it abandoned the industry standard handbook, the Medical Examiners’ and

Coroners’ Handbook on Death Registration and Fetal Death Reporting, Revision 2003, and instead started the COVID-19 data

collection and reporting based upon the March 24, 2020, National Vital Statistics Systems (NVSS) Guidelines and the April 14, 2020,

CDC adoption of a position paper authored by the Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists (CSTE).  Both these actions violated

federal law as stated in the Formal Grand Jury Petition and Exhibits.
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tireguy
Joined On 4/27/2011 9:51:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

(Continued) The Grand Jury Petition was initiated by Oregon State Senators Kim Thatcher and Dennis Linthicum on August 16,

2021, and is available here: standforhealthfreedom.com/.../cdc-grand-jury-investigation  . Several important points I would like

highlighted from Exhibit C - COVID-19 Data Collection, Comorbidity & Federal Law: A Historical Retrospective. This document is

available at the link in the full petition. From the Abstract of Exhibit C, I provide this quote: “Why would the CDC decide against

using a system of data collection & reporting they authored, and which has been in use nationwide for 17 years without incident,

in favor of an untested & unproven system exclusively for COVID-19 without discussion and peer-review?

Did the CDC’s decision to abandon a known and proven effective system also breach several federal laws that ensure data

accuracy and integrity? Did the CDC knowingly alter rules for reporting cause of death in the presence of comorbidity

exclusively for COVID-19? If so, why?”  A clue for the reason is found in Exhibit C, page 7, quote: “We allege that the complete

absence of the appropriate Federal Register records is evidence that the CDC knowingly and willingly violated the IQA,

(Information Quality Act), & PRA, (Paperwork Reduction Act).

As a direct consequence of implementing the two documents below without OMB approval, there was signiIcant iniation of

COVID-19 case and fatality data.  1. On March 24th, the National Vital Statistics System (NVSS), under the direction of the CDC,

issued ‘COVID-19 Alert No. 2 ’ to all physicians, medical examiners and coroners as guidelines for making signiIcant changes

as to how cause of death was to be reported on death certiIcates exclusively for COVID-19.[15]”  The criminal CDC needs to be

put on trial, shut down and with those found guilty put in jail.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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BREAKING NEWS: The video of truckers at the Sweet Grass, Montana border crossing. Volume starts at 10:05. I am still watching this,

but will post it anyway. NorthWest Liberty News On the Ground in Sweet Grass, Montana for Trucker Convoy - NorthWest Liberty News

northwestlibertynews.com/2022/01/31/northwest-liberty-news-on-the-grou..    This is excellent news if you are following the truckers

convoy. You may want to keep following Northwest Liberty News from Montana. It is objective and informative—the kind of news you

will not learn anywhere else.

It is good to hear some plain-spoken people telling the truth. This is so “real” and unpolished. The numbers are crazy and uncertain.

2,000-19,000 more trucks joining the from the US side of the border. That is just a beginning. Perhaps the American convoys are even

more effective because they are somewhat delayed—that is, the dominos are falling. The Canadian protests cannot be eliminated and

now the American truckers add pressure.  Today’s news says 58,000 truckers already in Ottawa.

It is a dangerous thing when govt turns off the cameras, too.  Truckers have been warning people to be stocked up and prepped to last

quite a while. Also, top off your gas and fuel tanks if you have not already done so. It sounds like trucks will be lining up at US border

crossings. Trucks that are parked are not delivering food and goods. Nothing moving for a long time. Good to see that truckers have a

restroom with running water. Food will Ind its way to truckers, too, if they run out. They just need to stay warm.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Part 1  The 9,400 deaths by COVID alone are not proven to be caused by SARS CoV-2. We know the test had 10 fatal iaws.

cormandrostenreview.com/report  The virus isolation from Wuhan HU1, the patient zero whose lung lavage was inoculated on human

cells and failed to grow couldn’t even get out of the gates with Koch’s postulates. Bradford Hill’s “look for other alternative

explanations” was completely ignored. So let’s look at a some alternatives. Recall the New York doctor(Benson?), who said: this looks

like cyanide poisoning, altitude sickness.” Zach Bush wrote an article positing he found a correlation between high cyanide levels from

spot in Cities with high acute respiratory syndrome.

That is a possible cause. The DOD did an experiment with a new iniuenza vaccine on their personnel that ran from 2017-2018, and

was reported on by Greg Wolf in an article called: Iniuenza vaccination and respiratory virus interference among Department of

Defense personnel during the 2017–2018 iniuenza season Receiving iniuenza vaccination may increase the risk of other respiratory

viruses, a phenomenon known as virus interference.

“…Examining virus interference by speciIc respiratory viruses showed mixed results. Vaccine derived virus interference was

signiIcantly associated with coronavirus and human metapneumovirus;” Table 5 reveals the vaccinated cohorts were picking up 36%

more coronavirus infections than the unvaccinated cohorts. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7126676  That’s two plausible alternative

explanations for the symptoms reported as COVID.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This entire thing was planned many years ago, and here’s a document to prove it… issuu.com/.../scenario-for_the-future
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1digger
Joined On 7/26/2011 10:30:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FDA Covid Test Warning Letter 11/3/2020 to Lab & Health Care providers that result in upwards of 96% False Positives.

www.fda.gov/medical-devices/letters-health-care-providers/potential-fa..
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One minute video: Croatian MEP to EU, "Vax is death. Murder is murder." www.bitchute.com/.../cGQLI5QwPscC
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LaurenMcKenna
Joined On 12/22/2010 7:27:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rest of sad story. She left him in ER care at 10pm to go feed her animals. 20 minutes after she left , ER called saying he crashed; they

put him on vent. No ICU rooms available to admit him there, so found one at nearby hospital and would lifeiight him. He died at 11:07

pm, still at ER.
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LaurenMcKenna
Joined On 12/22/2010 7:27:01 AM
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I am still in shock from my friends recent experience with her partner of just 5 months. She is an RN at a local nursing home. She had

a garage sale back in the summer and the love of her life stopped by. She's 74, he, age 70. They hit it off immediately. Both widows,

struggling with loneliness and managing life alone. She still works part time to make ends meet. She was so happy, glowing like a 17

year old... She is also proud to be called antivax! He has emphysema so his doctor had recommended he get vaxed last January,

before he met her.

He told her, he had always regretted it and did not boost. Note: all her nursing home patients had been required to vax. In the last year,

she has fought extreme, 2 cases of Shingles, and for last 5 months, in her relationship, suffered severe fever blisters all over her

mouth, both Shingles and fever blisters slow to respond to treatments. Jump to 8 days ago, she became sick with a scratchy throat,

fever of 101, body aches, mild cough, tired, she tested Covid positive.

Then 2 days later he came down sick. Fever, really bad cough, aches, positive Covid test. Friday, 6am, He begged her to take him to ER.

They kept them in waiting room 4 hours, gave him strong cough syrup prescription, sent home. 2pm, same day, he demanded to go

back to ER, he thought he was dying. Note: all vitals were normal, 02 at 97. She took him back and they sat in crowded waiting room

from 2pm until 8pm. He coughing so bad he had to take his required mask off to gulp for air.

Security guards came over and told him remask or leave. A while later he was begging for water and nurse refused saying until he is

seen, nothing allowed to drink. My friend said he then laid down on the dirty waiting room ioor yelling he was dying. She was so

embarrassed and got him back into a chair. After 8pm they took him into an ER room, did bloodwork. He would go from calm to erratic

behavior. The ER doctor said she thought, even though his 02 was normal, oxygen deprive
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jsmosswowway.com
Joined On 1/31/2022 9:23:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Long story short, what is listed as correct treatment at a large hospital is exactly what killed our friend and neighbor in SE Michigan.

When EMS put an O2 mask on her, she had levels go from 40 up to 90. After 2 days in the hospital they put her on a ventilator and she

was gone in less than 2 days. Her overall health had been compromised by inactivity and long term antibiotic therapy; she was only 55

years old.
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caje4eva
Joined On 10/13/2018 8:06:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I went in the hospital for COVID. They gave me Remdesivir. When offered it I asked what it is. The Dr told me it was an antibody and

would help me Ight the COVID. She did not tell me about any side effects or that it was only approved for emergency use only, I would

have refused it had I known. What recourse if any do I have for being misled and basically lied to?
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need records that prove what happened. It's your word against the Dr's word. The Dr will lie about this. You also have to

prove how you were harmed. It might be tough to sue. But I hope you can. Hospitals are really the "Killing Fields!"
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]r1272
Joined On 7/3/2021 12:35:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

25% of those who take Remdesivir die. I"ve read it hugely damages the kidneys, which is how most of them die. I would get lab

work done on my kidneys to check for damage, maybe also do other tests. If you have kidney problems now but not before, that

might do it. You MIGHT be able to sue because nurse didn't tell you about side effects - you need to be fully informed of any

medication before they give it to you - otherwise, they are vilating the informed consent law.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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This is one reason to take a family member or friend with you, plus get everything in writing, including names of doctors and

drugs and informed consent paperwork, in physical form, with copies immediately given to you and your companion for

safekeeping. If the doctor refuses, leave and go elsewhere or go home.
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Did you actually have any side effects? You don't mention them, only that you weren't told. Since when did any doctor warn of

side effects when offering/giving treatment?
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rmstock
Joined On 1/17/2022 9:03:28 AM
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COVID-19 WT (Wild/Wuhan Type) morbidity seems to have been researched pretty well by now. In Sep 2021 The Testimonies Project

(vaxtestimonies.org) was created to provide a platform for all those who were affected after getting the COVID-19 vaccines, and to

make sure their voices are heard, since they are not heard in the Israeli media. Here's their video with English Subs on rumble :

rumble.com/vopymv-the-testimonies-project.html  In there several people mention that the last previous major sickness they

previously successfully had fought off and overcome, after receiving the jabs, suddenly had come back and this time more severe.

Rather peculiar i would suggest, until one becomes aware that the jabs (or is it COVID itself?) can result in having your immune system

to become disordered and disrupted. Also in women menstruation system becomes disordered and disrupted. Integral part of the

immune system is its ability to remember how to heal previous diseases. COVID and/or the jabs is messing with that. Here an example

of a Ajax player, where the zapping of his immune system healing response is seen happening within minutes. The player gets a lethal

attack on his legs, and has intensive pain.

He gets up after the pain has waned and starts running again slowly, and scores 1-0 for Ajax, 4 minutes after the offense. He walks

beside the line to the dugout and 1 minute after scoring 1-0 he gets the same intensive pain attack from 5 minutes previously. His

immune system is repeating the pain/healing signal ? See: www.youtube.com/watch  [02:36] injury, [03:37] goal, [03:45] repeat of

intensive pain (iniammation?) If one has previously fought of cancer, or other dangerous diseases one should prepare for the worst.
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Thank you for this reality-check warning.
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fundamentalassumptions
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Well, we had our bout with covid, omicron. My husband & I both supplement well & didn't begin nebulizing early thinking we just had

colds. We were hit with 13-14" of snow on M 1/17, & both worked on shoveling out, then I was slam dunked for three full days of utter

exhaustion beginning T 1/18/22 - Th 1/20 during which time we missed supplements & barely ate...not a good idea. Company shut

down M for the original snowfall, but my husband worked out the rest of the week doing Ield service work on material handling

equipment, in and out of businesses with anywhere from 2 or 3 to a couple thousand in mid to southeast Ohio. Puts him working

inside & out, near shipping depts with doors opening & closing in extreme cold temps running 0 to 10 F that week, snow off & on.

He was pushing it, & went down hard Sn 1/23/22. Off all week with extreme fatigue, hunger loss, while we Igured that staying

hydrated w/ lemon water & quinine, rest & back on supplementation with me improving, we'd be Ine. But things didn't improve for him.

Daughters who both work in healthcare CMA w/hospital & Irstcare experience, and LPN currently supervising an elder care facility

suggested we take his pulse ox Th 1/27, which was running around 85%.  Our primary care physician of 28 years was out of touch for

the entire week when we began calling T the 25th & we found the olce closed when our daughter stopped by.

Cleveland Clinic has been changing over the private hospital system & doctors here....and the phones and billing have been an utter

mess these past two years, the phone putting you into an endless loop without allowing direct access to the olce. It hadn't been an

issue with just routine semi-annual checkups for xarelto approvals basically following a couple incidents with dvt's following kidney

stone removal & knee replacement surgeries 15 & 10 years ago...but DID become an issue last week. Very thankful to have two

daughters working in healthcare able to direct us to ...
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fundamentalassumptions
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2) Irstcare facilities w/ patient advocating docs & PA's. I added z-pack on hand to his supplements on Tuesday, so he was three

days into that. X-rays showed right lung advanced pneumonia,& beginning left; EKG showed some stress on heart, but not bad

considering he's 76 years old! Stubborn WV of Scottish extraction, he's like the everready bunny but bigger & not as cute. : - ) So

thankful for the knowledge we've obtained through this health information source & a handful of others over the past 20 some

years! No doubt the magnesium helped in that area, as well as watching our diets etc. no smoking or alcohol for decades. He

ended up in the ER for evaluation, of course,& when his oxygen stayed mid-to high 80% range, they admitted him for two days.

Now home on 2 liter oxygen til stable. They began decadron (I believe) steroid in the ER& offered remdesivir which we turned

down iat, asking what other antiviral options were available: none authorized we were told. I told them husband had high liver

enzymes& was having some kidney issues from missing prostrate supplements several days,& absolutely not, so they backed

off on that. I was not able to spend the night after he was admitted& was beside myself until I got back in there in the morning &

we saw the infectious disease doctor who, after taking his history, said the viral part of the disease was past& he really wasn't a

candidate for remdesivir, after all.

(Go Igure) He pushed the vaccine hard,while we remained noncommittal& left.  We suspect we actually caught covid from

visiting shedding vaccinated relatives the week after Christmas:they arrived on cold medication, were diagnosed w/ pink eye&

put on more medication while here, then reported testing positive for strep the week after leaving here& put on MORE

medication.Hm. They limited our gathering to avoid contact...lol! To immediate siblings, no grandchildren etc. We were the lucky

ones. What are you going to do w/ such? But no vaccinations for us.
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fundamentalassumptions
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3) Long and short is: we'd recommend treating at the Irst sni�e. We have zpack here & will not be without ivermectin again, &

having supplements pre-sorted & ready at least a week in advance, we use a quinine/antiviral concoction of citrus peel

(grapefruit & lemon), cinnamon, clove, pau-d-arco, lemon grass, & olive leaf that we should have began immediately. No more

working in wintry mix & much more caution in dress etc for those conditions. Good time for vacation for stay-at-home quiet

folks like us anyways. Stay well, folks. And get that local community circle& trusted support group going. Very, very thankful

here for the Lord's mercies & no blind faith nonsense!
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Fundamental: thanks for sharing your C story. It is hard to imagine that it is worse than a cold or iu until you actually get it. As

an RN working in s hospital I was cautious but not crazy like some of my co-workers…they were vaxxxed and wearing 2 masks

and a face shield! I never got the virus until I retired when they started mandating vaxxx and weekly nasal testing of unvaxxed.

Anyway, got it in November, and started taking my Invermectin as soon as it arrived in the mail. I had a mild case, but the

EXHAUSTION is unbelievable, and even though I was eating I lost 5 lbs. I had to sleep practically sitting up one night due to the

coughing as well. My D level was 94 directly prior to catching and I was taking all the other supplements as well.

I have never smoked, always exercise, and my weight, other than being pregnant, has always remained ideal. I refused to get the

PCR test but did have my antibodies checked a month later and they were positive! I just want to say to the others who follow

Dr. Mercola that even a healthy individual who is using the protocols can get ill from this lab- made bioweapon. Maybe I would

have ended up in the hospital had I not been taking the IVM? Stay safe everyone…even though Omicron was considered “mild” I

do not trust what the next lab-made variant will be. They are soooo damn evil and they don’t care about humanity!
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https://youtu.be/_17G1xCIpF4  The revolution in Canada may or may not be televised extensively by mainstream media, but beautiful

footage is coming out! This person is putting up beautiful videos of all the action!
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I watched it. All I can say is what a bunch of REAL MEN!
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When we consider that at least olcially the iu disappeared in March 2020 worldwide, and that in 8 provinces and territories out of 13

in Canada no health care worker died with a positive PCR test out of 100K cases during the worst pandemic the country has ever seen,

it is pretty easy to Igure out what this could be all about... That is if one would like to believe that most governments and WHO would

manufacture an illusion of a pandemic for some reason.. www.cihi.ca/en/covid-19-cases-and-deaths-in-health-care-workers-in-can..
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My 92 year old mother was slowly starved and killed in the care of Silver Cross Hospital in Illinois.  She went in January 6th, 2022 with

a bacterial infection and had been prescribed an antibiotic from her doctor. The hospital took her off the antibiotic and because she

tested positive for having Covid (she was sick in October 2021) they put her on the deadly ventilator. The staff showed no compassion

for her and just set her up to die.  One of the evening nurses even commented on how 'old' she is anyway...the most horrid experience

and it has truly shocked and traumatized me.  The only way we could get her out of there was to put her on hospice care. On January

12th they Inally released her (after doping her up with morphine) and she died at home that evening.  Two days before her death she

was crying to me to get her out of there and that she was starving and wanted to eat.  That hospital killed my mother.
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Hi, yon72866 ~ I'm so very sorry for your loss. I can't imagine what you went through during the time your dear mother was in

the care of such an uncaring facility. And the comment that nurse made was so insensitive. It's dilcult to believe anyone could

be so thoughtless to a daughter about her mother who was that ill. Perhaps she had a terrible childhood so has little

compassion for anyone else.  I just read other sad stories here also, and know of a couple similar incidents here locally where

patients were badly mistreated in nursing homes and one in a hospital. Never in my long life have I read of and heard about so

many cruel, nasty people with no feelings for others. The worst part is no one can be held accountable and all these tragic

situations just fall through the cracks. Again, my condolences.
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I am so sorry that this should have happened to you and yours. My heart goes out to you. xx
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I left medicine as a nurse for this reason. It’s not about patients it’s about money. The majority need to be Ined or jailed most likely.
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It’s unbelievable that hospitals are being paid to kill people. The doctors and nurses are demon possessed to be able to do such

things. I don’t know how they can live with themselves. They need to be tried in Nuremberg 2.0 along with the people that call

themselves elite.
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What is unbelievable is how dumb the political leaders are. I mean the bureaucracy on the security side demonstrates their

strength to remove an elected President for 4 years. Then the FDA and CDC invent a pandemic to take over the country and the

political idiots just hand over our freedom to them. President Eisenhower warned us that the DC bureaucracy was going to rule

the countries if was not shut down. Well here we are. They pay hospitals to put patients on ventilators so what do they do: They

kill patients by placing them on ventilator while still conscience. That has never been done before. This is holocaust level

medicine.
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brodiebrock12
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Far far to many cowards for certain walking around in these facilities where the Irony of all Ironies exist. "but Irst do no harm"
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And yet a substantially lower death count: FOI: COVID-19 deaths and autopsies Feb 2020 to Dec 2021 for England/Wales:

www.ons.gov.uk/aboutus/transparencyandgovernance/freedomoInformationf..  The total of ALL deaths in ALL age groups solely

from Covid-19 listed on the FOI request is 6183 (Age <1 - 90+). Are the deceased being resurrected?
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No, reclassiIed.
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"resurrection " you mean like "organ harvesting ?"
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There's a 'mystery' neurological illness in Eastern Canada that has allegedly infected 50 and killed 8.

globalnews.ca/news/8327861/mystery-brain-disease-deaths-new-brunswick-..  Is this connected to the experimental jab???
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The symptoms appeared before "vaccination"; way before the panic-demic...
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Thanks! I guess I missed it with all the non-stop plandemic nonsense. Interesting how they haven't identiIed the cause of it yet.

Must be frustrating for those affected.
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I wondered that; I suspect we may see an awful lot more "mystery illness" over the coming months and years. I also suspect

that not only do the vaccines contain all the nasties but they also reactivate latent infections like EBV or even HIV (there are

rumours that this is included in the jabs). Even more, the jabs, like the virus, target ACE2 receptors which are abundant in the

gut, destabilising these will decimate the microbiome and severely compromise gut integrity.... leading to CNS and vagus nerve

dysfunction hence mystery illness.
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solitairecat
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Another 'mystery' illness is MIS-C that children have been getting for a few years. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7813487  Judy

Mikovits warned "So, you just injected the envelope of HIV … a syncytin gammaretrovirus envelope, and a SARS S2 receptor

binding domain. That’s not a vaccine. It is the disease-causing agent. It’s a bioweapon. So now your cells are all producing that

bioweapon and you’re going to take out the innate immunity, NK [natural killer] cells and dendritic cells …"

niapurenaturecom.wordpress.com/2021/05/31/the-many-ways-in-which-covid..  Without the NK cells, the vaxxed are sitting

ducks for viruses, including those received in vaccines like SV40 from the polio vaxx.
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“Antibodies against nucleocapsid will be present only in recovered individuals and not vaccinated” Broad-spectrum Natural Immunity

beats the jab. www.theepochtimes.com/natural-immunity-lasts-for-at-least-18-months-st..
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Flu, pneumonia and all other respiratory illnesses have completely disappeared, all are now labeled covid. The "treatments", tubes

inserted into the lungs, fentanyl to suppress natural respiration to keep them from Ighting the machines, other drugs, that's what

caused the excess deaths. The only way to win is to cut a foundational underpinning of the charade, shed light on fraudulent tests, try

this: Signs outside labs and hospitals saying ... Release all PCR cycles data! What are they hiding? Even doctors aren't allowed to know

what cycle threshold was used on their patient. If PCR is valid, and the inventor said it is not suited for this purpose, they would gladly

prove it with the data and science.

But they can gin up a fake outbreak anywhere and any time they want, directing particular labs to increase cycles, up to 45, creating

false positives. Swiss group on the trouble with PCR: swprs.org/the-trouble-with-pcr-tests   The PCR Hustle Dr. Sam Bailey

odysee.com/.../Pcr-Hustle-Odysee:5   www.bitchute.com/.../oiOkjrMYIBb5   Pick a coffee shop nearest your closest 'pcr test lab'

which you can Ind in maps. Sniff out the employees of the lab. Hand them a jump drive, surely many feeling guilty and disgusted.

Instructions on it where to deliver (maybe to a iower pot with no cameras around). All we need is a unique ID, date and number of

cycles, to see if there is a correlated increase with fake outbreaks and decrease to reward compliant areas. Fauci: Anything over 35 is

“just dead nucleotides, period”. FDA/CDC say to use a cycle threshold (Ct) of 40, it's in the instruction manual 24 times:

www.fda.gov/.../download  (a regular web page, not a download, they are just too dumb to know the difference) We are drowning in

deceptions.
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Demand cycle data or continue losing your freedoms
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The iu, pneumonias and other respiratory infections have not disappeared. They were all rebranded into covid-19... That's why

people die as they have been in the past; i.e. 80K Americans with the iu related deaths in 2017 winter...

 www.statnews.com/.../cdc-us-iu-deaths-winter
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Hydroxychloriquine worked for me.
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Kary Mullis, the inventor of the PCR test currently being misused around the world: “I think it’s simple logic. It doesn’t require that

anyone have any specialized knowledge of the Ield. The fact is that if there were evidence that HIV causes AIDS-if anyone who was in

fact a specialist in that area could write a review of the literature, in which a number of scientiIc studies were cited that either singly

or as a group could support the hypothesis that HIV is the probable cause of AIDS-somebody would have written it. There’s no paper,

nor is there a review mentioning a number of papers that all taken together would support that statement.” – Kary Mullis We have been

duped and it has been going on for a long time. The reason is to make bank on shots and it is working to this day. God help save us

from these evil monsters. There are no magical viruses killing people. It is poison. Always has been. Even that plagiarist Pasteur

admitted before his death.
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AND what is embedded on the tips of these PCR tests.....? I know a couple people that got sick just from having that long stick shoved

up their nose....!!!!
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I tapped into ways for home treatment for Covid. What good is this to anyone when the print to too small to read. You can't adjust the

print size. And then when you try to print them nothing shows up on the paper.
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I don't know what browser you are using. I use Firefox and others that have a 'zoom' feature. In "Customize Toolbar", I have

added the zoom feature to the toolbar. After clicking on the embedded picture, I simply magnify the page to where I can actually

read it.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I, also, had a printer problem, with blank pages in the preview, but it's not the printer's fault. The printer printed out another site's

page later perfectly. Then I tried Mercola's home treatment page, again, but still saw blanks on the preview so had to quit

attempts.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tend to lean towards the Cowan/Kaufman summation of the myth of Contagion. My question is since it isn’t caught from a person,

does the Corona virus come from within our own cells laden with toxicity so the viruses are the ‘cleaning crew?..’…or are there Corona

viruses in the environment in perpetuity?…Usually the winter months are when people go through detox …especially in the lower

vitamin d months throughout many parts of the world. I also wonder of the chem trails spraying some sort of bacteria. So much of it

has been going on ..more than usual. The lungs would get overwhelmed with what might be in the concoctions and the cells would be

cleaning with our own virus activity. Are these questions crazy?…forgive me, I’m just a crazy Canadian. ;-)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is for everyone. A few Tidbits from Tucker Carlson on Fox News: TUCKER CARLSON THE RESISTANCE IS GROWING LARGER

EVERY DAY - www.bitchute.com/.../JBFNC9hin9ay  and this clip: EP364A: SEE TUCKER CARLSON; BENJAMIN DICHTER OF FREEDOM

CONVOY TO DISCUSS THE HUGE TRUCKER PROTEST. - www.bitchute.com/.../pdKuB7UKesV9  - - - - - - -  The truckers and their

supporters are stopping Ottawa, protesting all mandates and vaccine green passes across Canada. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Meanwhile,

our illustrious FDA managed to pull this one off for Moderna today":

www.huffpost.com/entry/moderna-vaccine-fda-approval_n_61f80f67e4b067cb..
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can receiving "shedding" from those vaccinated cause the same vaccine symptoms, i.e., hyper iniammation, etc.?
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tdmartinson
Joined On 3/24/2011 7:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we only use 50 mg of zinc for 3 days what do we go back to after, 15? and do we also reduce the Quercetin we take with it from 500

2x a day to how much? The FLCCC has some different amounts and adds in nigella sativa which Dr. Mercola doesn’t mention. So just

trying to Igure out how to make use of both.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi tdm, really can't comment on amount or recommended use of the black seed oil according to the FLCCC, but some folks use

it in salad oils & cooking. It does have a strong scent & taste. I used it occasionally in my salad dressing, & added it to my

topical breast cancer mix months ago, & this is a great reminder to be most faithful using that; as well as the sauna. One of Dr.

Mercola's articles, or perhaps one of his guests did mention its use for covid & immune, iniammation relief.  Perhaps one of the

keto or dietary docs? We'll deInitely be keeping ahead on the quinine concoction & supplementation I mentioned in comment

above during troubling winter months, & I had simply run out of the batch I keep simmering on the stove & take with lemon

water almost constantly, & not gotten a new batch going....running behind on composting runs etc with the snowfall, & then

illness.

Hindsight, eh? Even with the biopsy diagnosed, self-treated 10 years or so, breast cancer, my bout with omicron was of shorter

duration than my husband's & did not develop into pneumonia, though the fatigue lingered. I did test in order to accompany my

husband to the hospital as his sole designated visitor, & of course tested positive, though they did not quarantine me because of

the timing of symptom onset which I found odd.

Does that mean antibodies actually? His symptoms It a bacterial headcold infection running concurrently with my illness until 3

days following my recovery of the worst of it, hitting him Sn, the 23rd, & they quarantined him through 2/7/2022. So, some

inconsistencies there. When they tested me at Irstcare they said it was a sure bet I'd be positive, 'because we haven't had one

not yet.' Can state that hospital had plenty of room, & the cma's & nurses were great, & understanding to concerns with

treatment etc. Docs & PA's not so much. VERY short-staffed. We are mid-central to eastern Ohio, semi-rural.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe COVID hasn't really killed anyone?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

some people die from the common cold
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What we are seeing with COVID is mostly deaths due to metabolic comorbidities, such as obesity, diabetes, and cardiovascular

disease. In a large New York study of hospitalized COVID patients, 97.2% of all patients aged 65 and older who received

ventilators died. www.lewrockwell.com/2021/02/jon-rappoport/olcial-covid-death-numbers..  .The olcial VAERS database

indicates that Covid vaccines have injured 30 times more people than all other vaccines combined and have killed 60 times

more people than all other vaccines combined. www.lewrockwell.com/2021/12/paul-craig-roberts/many-have-died-from-bei..

 As long as the "health" institutions promoted by corporate interests of the agri-food industry and their friends with the

pharmaceutical industry, do not defend a healthy diet with educational programs and prevent the propaganda of junk food,

deaths from COVID-19, iu, etc.

, are mainly due to previous pathologies. Family education for children to avoid metabolic diseases from childhood is vital for

health in adulthood. Iniuenza epidemics can cause up to 5 million cases of serious illness and some 650,000 deaths

worldwide. About 9 million people die each year from hunger and hunger-related diseases.

A child dies of hunger every 10 seconds Poor nutrition and hunger are responsible for the deaths of 3.1 million children a year.

Of the 822 million undernourished people in the world, 113 million face acute hunger, meaning they urgently need food and

nutrients. www.theworldcounts.com/challenges/people-and-poverty/hunger-and-obesit..  . Vitamin D Supplementation Reduces

COVID-19 Deaths by 64%. Dr. Mercola www.lewrockwell.com/2021/02/joseph-mercola/vitamin-d-supplementation-r..
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Fatherofthedust
Joined On 12/29/2020 1:51:53 AM
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Correct. Covid-19 does not exist. The ridiculousness becomes more and more clear as the article forces you to see.  The Final

Refutal Of Virology: odysee.com/@Truth_will_set_You_Free:0/The-Inal-refutal-of-virology:c  The article mentions FOIA

requests. Here are 165 FOIA requests: 165 institutions in 30 countries have all failed to provide or cite even 1 record of

“SARS-COV-2” existing: www.iuoridefreepeel.ca/68-health-science-institutions-globally-all-fa..   Mainstream News: NBC nightly

news: odysee.com/Dr.WuZunyouadmitsthereisNoVirus:1?&sunset=lbrytv  Detection of 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) by

real-time RT-PCR: "We aimed to develop and deploy robust diagnostic methodology for use in public health laboratory settings

without having virus material available." www.eurosurveillance.org/content/10.2807/1560-7917.ES.2020.25.3.200004..  You

create a test for a virus that you do not have! There's your explanation.

THE COVID-19 FRAUD & WAR ON HUMANITY

drsambailey.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/THE-COVID-19-FRAUD-WAR-ON-H..

 drsambailey.com/.../why-nobody-can-Ind-a-virus  If the puplic doesn't catch on to the lie of Virology, then never ending

pandemics is what's in store for them. odysee.com/.../gain-of-function-garbage:c  By applying the same technique that

virologists use, using the nucleic acids that don't come from supposedly infectious material but from healthy human tissues,

animals and plants, you can construct the genome of any “virus” you want. odysee.com/.../Stefan-phase-3-english:3

 https://viroliegy.com   CARTOON FROM 2018 TOTAL EXPLANATION: SMART MARK:

odysee.com/@CynicalSkeptic:c/2018-netiix-cartoon-smart-mark-zombies:0  Your old cough and sneeze may be the next

"computer boogie virus or it's variant" better get scared. Lots of money to be made.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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@Joe_Below This is a possible candidate surely! John Cullen says the symptoms and related deaths were on a CDC database

2019 citing a lab escape in Wisconsin (not veriIed yet)  

www.independent.co.uk/news/science/controversial-american-scientist-sl..  

www.popularmechanics.com/science/health/a12897/the-man-who-could-destr..   Apologies for various repetitions of this

comment but the issue bugs me and several people I know as being unresolved.
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I think you are on to something. https://viroliegy.com  Maybe viruses are a fantasy.
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15% of the seasonal iu related upper respiratory infections are caused by corona viruses... Apparently that changed in March

2020...
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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@"bee70578", "Apologies for various repetitions of this comment but the issue bugs me and several people I know as being

unresolved." No apologies necessary for pointing out a potentially dangerous situation as you described with your link. Dr. M's

forum membership exceeds 3meg, and what % of that can one reach with important info on any given day, therefore it can't be

said often enough.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM
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@BEE, I thought the same thing back in 2014. However, when a headline is a lie, it's a good indication the intent is to confuse the

reader. Reality is, Spanish Flu didn't kill people, masks increased pneumonia and the mass vaccination program killed lots of

people.
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MaryV1939
Joined On 5/21/2009 12:44:05 PM
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Believe it or not I was in the hospital with Omicron (not the milder form as people think). I was given IV Remdesivir for 6 days and it

really helped me. Mary V
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hopkinsc328gmail.com
Joined On 11/13/2021 7:32:06 PM
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Why is Mercola still deleting his information?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/31/2022 9:01:47 AM
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because he has been threatened by powerful federal government agencies. We're all fortunate he's still able to help us here.

These comments are permanently deleted after the 48 hour period, but the articles, including references and videos, are

republished in his substack to which I subscribe. We can post new comments there as a subscriber. I've done it.
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